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PSEUDOCLEFTS AND ELLIPSIS*

Marcel den Dikken, AndreÂ Meinunger and Chris Wilder

Abstract. This paper argues that specificational pseudoclefts (SPCs) come in
two types. In SPCs with the order wh-clause 5 be 5 XP (Type A), the wh-
clause is a question and XP is a full finite IP, usually reduced (leaving a DP,
VP, AP, PP or CP remnant) by ellipsis of the type also operative in Question-
Answer pairs (QAPs). In SPCs with the order XP 5 be 5 wh-clause (Type B),
XP (=DP, VP, AP, PP or CP) is not reduced from IP by ellipsis, but forms the
subject of a copular sentence whose predicate is the wh-clause. The analysis
explains an asymmetry in `connectivity' with respect to Negative Polarity Items
(found in Type A SPCs and QAPs but not in Type B SPCs), along with other
similarities between QAPs and Type A SPCs and differences between the two
types of SPC, which competing approaches fail to capture.

1. Introduction

1.1 The classification of pseudocleft constructions

Pseudocleft sentences are constructions featuring a wh-clause, a simple
form of the copula (is / was) and a `counterweight' (in Heycock's 1994
terminology), as in (1)±(2).

(1) a. what John is is important to him
b. * important to him is what John is

(2) a. what John is is important to himself
b. important to himself is what John is

The constructions (1) and (2) are not of the same type, as is evident from
their semantics as well as syntactic properties (e.g. the contrast in
reversibility). Semantically, (1a) features a postcopular constituent
which functions as the predicate of what John is ± John's role or function
has the property of being important to him. In (2a), the postcopular AP is
not the predicate of the wh-constituent; instead, it specifies a property of
the subject of the wh-clause, John. Sentences of type (1a) are known as
predicational pseudoclefts and those of type (2) specificational
pseudoclefts (SPCs) (Higgins 1979 et passim).

Taking the predicational / specificational dichotomy as given, this paper
argues for a further subdivision. Specificational pseudoclefts come in two
types, which we call Type A SPCs and Type B SPCs. These differ with
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respect to (i) the category of their `counterweight' (full IP in Type A, non-

IP in Type B), (ii) the reversed order `counterweight' 5 copula 5 wh-

clause (as in (2b), characteristic of Type B but impossible in Type A

SPCs), and (iii) the licensing of Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) in the

`counterweight' (only in Type A SPCs).

1.2. Connectivity effects in specificational pseudoclefts

The distribution of NPIs relates to the wider phenomenon of connectivity

(or connectedness) effects in SPCs, a hotly debated topic in generative

theory. Four such effects figure in the literature: SPCs display connect-

edness with respect to Principles A, B and C of the Binding Theory (3)

(see also (2), where John and himself are `connected' ); bound-variable

pronouns (4), and de dicto / de re ambiguities (5), as well as NPI

connectivity (6):1

(3) a. what he is is [angry with {himself / *him / *John} ]
b. he is is [angry with {himself / *him / *John} ]

(4) a. what nobody bought was [a picture of his house]
b. nobody bought [a picture of his house]

(5) a. what John seeks is [a unicorn] [de re or de dicto]
b. John seeks [a unicorn] [de re or de dicto]

(6) a. ? what nobody bought was [any wine]
b. nobody bought [any wine]

In each case, the SPC in the (a)-example behaves like its simple-clause

counterpart. In (3), the anaphor is bound by he; in (4) the pronoun is

bound by nobody; in (5), the intensional verb seek takes scope over a

unicorn in its complement; and in (6), the NPI is licensed by nobody. All

these relations are only established under c-command in simple sentences.

But in surface syntax, the SPCs do not look like simple clauses, and no c-

command relationship seems establishable between the constituents

entering a dependency. The question that SPCs pose is how the apparent

lack of a structural relationship between constituents of the wh-clause and

the counterweight can be `set straight' at some point in the deviation.
Three types of approach are found in the literature. The semantic

approach (Jacobson 1995, Sharvit 1997) treats connectivity in SPCs as a

purely interpretive phenomenon, arising without syntactic c-command.

Binding dependencies etc. are viewed as side effects of semantic composi-

tion, in which semantic properties of what and be play a key role.
The syntactic reconstruction approach (Heycock & Kroch 1996, BosÏ-

kovicÂ 1997) claims that connectivity effects displayed by SPCs reflect
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syntactic c-command (simple sentence consistency), not obtaining at S-

structure but established at LF via covert movement of the counterweight

into the wh-clause.
The ellipsis approach (Ross 1997, Schlenker 1998) assumes that the

counterweight is a full IP which is (usually) reduced by PF ellipsis. The

IP-counterweight is identical to the corresponding simple clause of the

(b)-examples of (3)±(6) ) both before and after S-structure (cf. (8)±(9)

below), so that connectivity actually reflects regular c-command relations

within the counterweight at all levels of syntactic representation.
All three approaches treat all SPCs and all connectivity effects on a par.

We disagree on both counts ± not all SPCs are alike, and connectivity

effects do not form a homogeneous set. This paper argues for a `two types of

specificational pseudocleft' approach. We claim that the ellipsis approach is

correct, but only for a well-delineated subset (Type A SPCs). While we do

not consider semantic approaches in any detail, we argue that for Type A

SPCs syntactic reconstruction approaches cannot be correct. NPIs are not

licensed under reconstruction (section 2). Only the ellipsis approach can

properly explain NPI connectivity (limited to Type A SPCs), by reducing it

to surface syntactic c-command. At the same time, since ellipsis does not

apply in Type B SPCs, it must be that connectivity in those SPCs arises in

another way, possibly along the lines of the semantic approach.

1.3. Two types of specificational pseudoclefts

The special status of NPI connectivity is indicated by the fact that when

constituent order is reversed, connectedness is usually preserved but NPI

connectivity breaks down (7d).

(7) a. [angry with {himself / *him / *John} ] is what he is
b. [a unicorn] is what John seeks [de dicto or de re]
c. [a picture of his house] is what nobody bought
d. * [any wine] was what nobody bought

SPCs of the type (6a) share this ban on `inversion' with other SPCs whose

counterweight is a full IP as illustrated in (8)±(9) (on SPCs with IP-

counterweight, cf. Clifton 1969:38, Ross 1972:89, Higgins 1979:47, Kayne

1998:26, Schlenker 1998; see also section 1.4 below).

(8) a. what John did was [IP he bought some wine]
b.* [IP he bought some wine] was what John did

(9) a. ? what John didn't do was [IP he didn't buy any wine]
b. * [IP he didn't buy any wine] was what John didn't do

This distributional parallel between SPCs with NPI connectivity and

SPCs with full-IP counterweights leads us to the empirical generalisation

(10).
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(10) NPIs are found in the counterweight of SPCs only where full-IP
SPCs are licensed

This in turn prompts a perspective on the licensing of NPIs in SPCs which

does not resort to `connectivity' at all, but assumes instead that whenever

we find an NPI in a counterweight which looks smaller than an IP, we

actually have a full IP whose phonological content is reduced via ellipsis,

as in (11). In the elliptical IP in (11b), the NPI is straightforwardly c-

commanded by the negation.2

(11) a. what |John bought was [ he bought some wine]
b. ? what John didn't buy was [ he didn't buy any wine]

Recognising that there are SPCs with non-IP counterweights at the

surface which have IP counterweights in their syntax, and that it is

precisely these SPCs which resist inversion (cf. (7) and (8)±(9) ), yields a

revised typology of pseudocleft constructions, according to which the

class of SPCs has two representatives, Type A and Type B, with the

core properties below:

(A) a. Type A SPCs have full-IP counterweights
b. their counterweights may look smaller than IP as the result

of ellipsis
c. NPI `connectivity' involves c-command of the NPI by

(elided) negation in the full-IP syntactic representation of the
counterweight (cf. (11b) )

(B) a. Type B SPCs have non-IP counterweights
b. there is no ellipsis in Type B SPCs
c. hence Type B SPCs do not feature NPI connectivity

The primary aims of this paper are (i) to make the case for the existence of

Type A SPCs (ii) to identify their properties, and (iii) to liken their

analysis to that of Question-Answer pairs of (QAPs), which likewise show

(optional) ellipsis and NPI connectivity:3
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2 This presupposes that deleted material is present and `syntactically active' throughout
the derivation, including at S-structure (cf. section 2 on NPI licensing). We thus reject the
view that missing material is absent in S-structure, being `syntactically reconstructed' in the
LF component. Our proposal is compatible with either of two alternative views: (i) ellipsis is
removal of phonological material in the PF component; or (ii) ± in a `late insertion' model in
which phonological forms of lexical entries are inserted after Spell-Out (cf. the Distributed
Morphology framework, Halle & Marantz 1993) ± `gaps' correspond to terminals of the
syntactic representation at which form-insertion simply fails to apply.

3 The marked nature of elliptical responses containing NPIs is partly due to the
negative question itself imposing special requirements on the preceding context (such
questions cannot be asked `out of the blue' ). These relate to the `exhaustivity' or
`maximality' aspect of the meaning of wh-questions (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982,
Rullmann 1995). Thus (12a) asks for the maximal set of (relevant) things which John
bought; if John (relevantly) bought bread as well as wine, the answer in (12a) will be
infelicitous. (12b) asks for the maximal set of (relevant) things that John didn't buy, a set
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(12) a. what did John buy? ± [ (he bought) some wine]
b. ? what didn't John buy? ± [ (he didn't buy) any wine]

In our proposal, Type A and Type B SPCs have different sources, i.e.
are not transformationally related. Type A SPCs are literally `self-
answering questions' ± sentences containing a question and its answer.
Taking up the observation (Hankamer 1974, Drubig 1997) that Type A
SPCs are `topic-comment' constructions in which the wh-clause acts as the
topic and the counterweight as the comment, we propose the structure
(13). The comment is an IP in the complement of a functional Top-head.
The wh-clause is an interrogative generated in SpecTop. The `pivotal'
copula is / was realises Topo. Ellipsis applies optionally (but see section 1.4)
to parts of the IP that repeat material of the question.

(13) [TopP [CP what John is t] [Topo [IP (John is) angry with himself ] ] ]
(Type A)

Following Williams (1983), we take the wh-clause in Type B SPCs to be
(a free relative acting as) the predicate of a copular sentence, whose
subject is the counterweight. Assuming the small clause hypothesis for
copular predications, the counterweight and predicate are generated in a
small clause constituent (as specifier and complement of an abstract head
F) in the complement of be, with the subject XP raising to SpecIP, as seen
in (14b).

(14) a. . . . be [FP=SC XP [ Fo wh-CP] ] (Type B)
b. [AP angry with himself ] is [SC tAP what John is ]

We propose that all and only SPCs with wh-clause5 counterweight order
are of Type A with the structure (13); and all and only SPCs with the
reverse order are Type B (see section 5).

1.4. Ellipsis and the link between Type A SPCs and Question-Answer
pairs

To our knowledge, Higgins (1979:86) was the first to suggest, in the
context of a discussion of examples with full IP-counterweight like (8a),
that `these sentences have arisen, historically, by analogy to question-
answer pairs'. His fn. 11 compiles a wealth of evidence linking SPCs of
this type with Question-Answer pairs. We capitalise on this connection
below (section 4.1), arguing that the wh-clause in Type A SPCs is an
interrogative, not a free relative.
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that will be very large or infinite, unless contextually restricted. Such QAPs are made more
natural by contexts like (i).

(i) John has returned with the shopping for the party. A and B know that he bought bread,
cheese, olives, and juice, but suspect that he has forgotten something.

(ii) A: What didn't he buy? B: ± Any wine.

Similar remarks apply to SPCs containing a negative wh-clause.
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We should add that for Higgins, such examples (especially (15) below)

are not acceptable, sounding `irremediably anacoluthic' (p. 86) to him.

Many speakers share this judgement to varying degrees; and these are

certainly not a feature of standard written English. However, such

examples are found in casual speech, in English and other languages

(see section 4.1.3 on German); and relative grammaticality judgements

are possible ± indeed these play a central role in our argumentation.

Similar comments apply to SPCs like (6a) with NPI counterweights (see

note 4). Examples of syntactically well-formed SPCs with full-IP or NPI

counterweights are assigned question marks indicating their marked

status.
This asymmetry between SPCs will full-IP counterweights (often

marked) and their QAP-counterparts (generally impeccable) raises a

question about the parallel claimed here to hold between the two. It

appears that ellipsis is strongly favoured in SPCs, while it is optional in

QAPs. This may relate to the fact that Type A SPCs constitute a single

sentence typically uttered by one speaker, while QAPs form separate

discourse chunks typically (except in the case of rhetorical, self-answering

questions) uttered by different speakers.
SPCs with full IP counterweights also vary in acceptability from case to

case and speaker to speaker. Though reasons behind much of this

variation are obscure, there are asymmetries indicating some of the

factors at play. Consider (15)±(16):

(15) a. ?? what John bought was [IP he bought some wine]
b. ?? what John didn't buy was [IP he didn't buy any wine]

(16) a. what John did was [IP he bought some wine] (=8a)
b. ? what John didn't do was [IP he didn't buy any wine] (=9a)

(16a,b), featuring the substitute verb do in the wh-clause, are felt to be

substantially better than (15a,b) with the main verb buy.4 It seems that

ellipsis is preferred whenever the main verb is recoverable within the same

(complex) sentence. For speakers who reject (15), we suggest this pre-

ference is so strong that ellipsis (up to the focus some / any wine, as in (11) )

is felt to be the only option. Where the verb of the counterweight is not

recoverable from the wh-clause (16), ellipsis appears to be optional for all

speakers.
Ellipsis is possible up to recoverability, understood in terms of LF

identity. In full-IP counterweights of (16) with did in the wh-clause, Infl

(i.e. [+past] tense) and the subject (regardless of the R-expression /

pronoun contrast) are eligible for ellipsis (cf. (17a) below), since their

content is recoverable from the wh-clause.
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4 This asymmetry does not affect the contrast, central to our argumentation, between
(15)±(16) and their `inverted' counterparts (e.g. *he bought some wine was what John bought;
cf. also (8)±(9) ), which are completely unacceptable for all speakers.
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There is an independent maximality condition on ellipsis (see

section 2.6), with effects seen in (17)±(18). Whenever ellipsis is performed

in the full-IP counterweight of an SPC, it must be executed to the

maximal extent possible, where `maximal extent' means up to the focus

of the clause on which it is performed. In (17b), ellipsis affects only the

subject of the IP counterweight, leaving its [+past] tense untouched. Since

the wh-clause identifies the focus in the counterweight as the VP [buy some

wine], it is illegal to apply ellipsis to the subject but not to Infl (harbouring

the past-tense features). Exactly the same constraint holds for QAPs (18).5

(17) a. what John did was buy some wine
b. * what John did was bought some wine

(18) a. what did John do? ± buy some wine
b. what did John do? ± *? bought some wine

A remark is also due with respect to ellipsis in cases featuring an NPI in

the answer / counterweight. An anonymous reviewer points out that there

are speakers for whom the elliptical variant of (12b) is bad, far worse than

is indicated by `?' (on which see note 3).

(12) a. what did John buy? ± [ (he bought) some wine]
b. ? what didn't John buy? ± [ (he didn't buy) any wine]

That judgement is not shared by all English speakers. But for those for

whom it holds, we suggest that the following is going on (picking up on a

suggestion by the reviewer).
In the early transformational literature, elliptical QAPs of this type

were analysed in terms of `stripping', an operation which can be looked

upon as a two-step process: (i) topicalisatoin of that part of the answer

which is retained at PF; (ii) deletion of the remnant IP ± cf. (19). (19b) is

ungrammatical for the simple reason that it involves topicalisation of an

NPI across its licensing negation, which is generally impossible (see

section 2).

(19) a. what did John buy? ± [some wine]i [ IP he bought ti]
b. what didn't John buy? ± *[any wine]i [ IP he didn't buy ti]

This may be a feasible approach to some elliptical QAPs; and for speakers

for whom the elliptical variant of (12b) is bad, it may be the only analysis

of elliptical QAPs. But (19) is certainly not the only analysis for all

speakers' elliptical QAPs.
Moreover, the `topicalisation cum remnant-IP deletion' approach is also

inapplicable to Type A SPCs (elliptical or unreduced), for the simple reason

that topicalisation in SPCs with full-IP counterweights is impossible (cf.
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*what John did was buy some wine, he did or *what John bought was some
wine, he bought). There is not enough `space' in the counterweight of a
Type A SPC to accommodate topicalisation (see section 3).

1.5. Direct vs. indirect answers

The ellipsis approach treats (Type A) SPCs as `self-answering questions'.
The relation between the focus XP and the wh-CP is claimed to be the
same as between a constituent question and its answer. However, it turns
out that SPCs are more restricted than questions with respect to the class
of `answers' they permit.6 This asymmetry relates to the degree of
`directness' of the question-answer relation. A wh-question can receive
a `direct' answer, or an answer of a less direct type. SPCs on the other
hand generally realise only `direct' question-answer relations.

Consider (20a), which can be answered by the elliptical (20b) or its non-
elliptical version (20c). These are `direct' answers ± they express the same
content as the question, up to the focus (here, the VP buy a book) which
provide the new information that `answers the question'. Under the
ellipsis approach, (20b,c) are both root IPs. The same question can also
be answered by other root IPs such as (21) (i.e., (20a) plus any of (21a±c)
counts as a coherent question-answer discourse). These are `indirect
answers'.

(20) a. what did John do?
b. buy a book
c. he bought a book

(21) a. I believe that he bought a book
b. I don't know (what he did)
c. Bill bought a book (. . . but I don't know what John did)

To count as direct, the answer may differ on content only with respect
to material corresponding to the wh-phrase of the question. Elliptical
answers are always direct ± it is this `sameness of content' that licenses
ellipsis in the first place.7 The answers in (21) do not meet this condition
(though they all still relate to the content of the question, as brought out
by the italicized parts). (21a) directly answers a slightly different question
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6 Another major difference between wh-questions and SPCs concerns the more restricted
set of wh-phrases permitted by the latter. English SPCs can be formed with bare wh-
pronouns what, who, where, when, how and why. For many speakers, who is never quite
felicitous in SPCs, for reasons we do not understand; see BosÏkovicÂ (1997) for discussion. But
SPCs forbid pied-piping of all types found in wh-questions ± prepositions (with whom),
lexical nouns and possessive 's (which+NP, what+NP, whose+NP), adjectives (how many,
how likely etc.). We have no insights to offer into this asymmetry (but see section 4.1.2 on
pied-piping of prepositions). See also footnote 9. There are likely to be further such
asymmetries not addressed in this paper.

7 The notion `sameness of content' is far from trivial. We abstract away from such issues
(illustrated in this example) as the R-expression /pronoun switch, and the relation between
the VP do (what) in the question and the VP of the answer. On the latter, see Ross (1972).
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(What do you believe that John did?). (21b) directly answers a related yes-
no question (Do you know what John did?), whose positive answer is a
felicity condition on the illocutionary act of asking (20a). (21c) is
felicitous only with special intonation on Bill, which signals a change in
the discourse topic.

Well-formed pseudoclefts exist only corresponding to (20), see (22) vs.
(23).

(22) a. [what John did] was [buy a book]
b. [what John did] was [he bought a book]

(23) a. * [what John did] was [I believe that be bought a book]
b. * [what John did] was [I don't know]
c. * [what John did] was [Bill bought a book]

Though under the ellipsis approach, the counterweight is an IP in both
(22a) and (22b), like all the answers in (20)±(21), only IPs that count as
direct answers seem able to occur as counterweights in SPCs. However, in
section 2.7, we show that SPCs do permit `indirect answer' counter-
weights under restricted circumstances.

1.6. Organisation of the paper

Despite some wrinkles concerning speaker variation and the `direct /
indirect answer' dichotomy, which fail to be fully understood, we con-
clude that our case for a parallel approach to Type A SPCs and QAPs
survives initial scrutiny. Further evidence for such a parallel analysis is
given in the remainder of the paper, which is organised as follows. In
section 2, we examine NPI connectivity in SPCs and QAPs, and develop
the analysis in terms of S-structure c-command by negation within an IP
subject to optional ellipsis, identifying key restrictions on the ellipsis
process operative in Type A SPCs and QAPs. Section 3 accounts for eight
core restrictions on Type A SPCs from the perspective of the structure in
(13). Section 4 presents evidence for the wh-question status of the wh-
clause of Type A SPCs, which further enhances the connection between
Type A SPCs and QAPs. Section 5 concludes with more speculative
remarks on Type B SPCs.

2. NPI connectivity in specificational pseudoclefts and question-answer

pairs

2.1. NPIs and S-structure licensing

Negative Polarity Items must be licensed by a c-commanding negation (or
affective operator; we focus on Neg-licensed cases in this paper). An
inspection of the facts shows that in English, the licensing negation must
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c-command the NPI at S-structure (but see section 2.2 for qualification).
This is brought out by a comparison of the examples in (24):

(24) a. everybody didn't come [every 5 not /not 5 every]
b. many students didn't come [many 5 not /not 5 many]
c. * any students didn't come

It is possible for a quantified subject to be in interpreted in the scope of a
sentential negation that does not c-command it at S-structure (24a,b);
presumably, negation c-commands the quantifier at LF. But an NPI in a
subject position is simply ill-formed, suggesting that an S-structure c-
command relationship is required. The ungrammaticality of (24c) is not
due to a ban on NPIs in subject positions. (25a±c) are like (24c) in having
an NPI in subject position, but differ in that negation c-commands the
NPI at S-structure.

(25) a. never did any students come
b. he doesn't think that any students came
c. there weren't any students in the lecture hall

The fact that NPIs must be in the scope of a negation at S-structure is
further underscored by the ungrammaticality of (26c) which contrasts
with (26a,b). Any in (26a) is licensed by the c-commanding negative verb
deny. The grammaticality of (26b), on the bound-variable reading for he,
indicates that reconstruction of the wh-phrase into a position c-com-
manded by the subject is possible. Yet NPI licensing fails in (26c), which
confirms that reconstruction does not facilitate NPI licensing in the
general case.

(26) a. every President would deny charges that he concealed
something /anything

b. which charges that he concealed something would every
President deny?

c. * which charges that he concealed anything would every
President deny?

The sensitivity of NPI licensing to S-structure c-command in cases like
these allows us to distinguish between the various approaches to SPCs.
Syntactic reconstruction approaches to SPCs (Heycock & Kroch 1996,
BosÏkovicÂ 1997) establish the requisite c-command relationship between
the NPI and its licensor `too late' in the derivation: only at LF does the
negation c-command the any-phrase. The ellipsis approach has the NPI c-
commanded by negation in the IP counterweight throughout the deriva-
tion, as in (11b) (repeated).

(11b) ? what John didn't buy was [he didn't buy any wine]

The same problem is posed by QAPs, which appear to allow an NPI in the
answer to be licensed by a negation in the question. Here, too, the ellipsis
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approach reduces the licensing problem to a simple case of S-structure c-
command in an elliptical IP. This is a decisive advantage of the ellipsis
approach to Type A SPCs and QAPs with respect to (English) NPIs,
which, as (26c) shows, resist licensing `under reconstruction'.

2.2. NPIs in preverbal subjects and post-S-structure licensing

The facts reviewed in the previous section do not entail that conditions on
the licensing of (English) NPIs are to be stated on S-structure. As Uribe-
Echevarria (1994) (building on Linebarger 1980) has shown, there are
certain conditions under which an NPI may occur within a preverbal
subject, not c-commanded by a licensing negation at S-structure, exem-
plified in (27)±(28). Such facts provide a strong argument against a theory
in which NPI licensing conditions are stated over S-structure.8

(27) a. ? [a doctor who knew anything about acupuncture] wasn't
available

b. * [a doctor who knew anything about acupuncture] wasn't
sitting on the floor

(28) a. [that anyone would leave the company] wasn't mentioned in
the meeting

b. * [that anyone will leave the company] wasn't mentioned in the
meeting

The conditions under which NPIs in preverbal, pre-negation subjects
can be licensed are complex. Licensing in (27) is subject to constraints
on the type of subject (only indefinite) and the choice of matrix
predicate (be available vs. be sitting on the floor). Uribe-Echevarria
argues that the NPI is licensed in (27a) by reconstruction of the
indefinite subject containing it, and that predicates allowing reconstruc-
tion of an indefinite subject are `semantically bleached'. In (28), the
relevant factor is tense, i.e. the relation between the tense of the
dependent clause containing the NPI, and the matrix tense. Uribe-
Echevarria proposes that a dependency between would and matrix
PAST forces reconstruction of the sentential subject in (28a) to a
position c-commanded by wasn't (hence bringing anyone into the
scope of negation), while the lack of such a dependency between will
and matrix PAST blocks reconstruction in (28b).
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8 From this perspective, the crucial fact to explain (which we do not attempt here) is that
NPIs are generally unable to be licensed `under reconstruction', as seen in (24c) and (26c).

Locality conditions on the NPI licensing relation have led some to propose that NPI-
licensing involves covert movement of the NPI to the licensing Negation at LF; see e.g.
Moritz & Valois (1994) on French, Den Dikken (1998) on English. We discuss an additional
fact in section 3.3 which finds a natural account under the assumption that NPI-licensing
involves LF-movement.
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2.3. NPIs in surprising places in Type A SPCs and QAPs

The distribution of NPIs in SPC-counterweights / elliptical responses
generally shadows their distribution in corresponding simple sentences.
If in a negative question the wh-phrase is extracted from a position below
negation, then any is possible in the phrase that answers the question
(mutatis mutandis for SPCs), as in the examples (11b)±(12b) above,
involving questioning of a direct object. If an object is extracted from a
position higher than negation, as in (29a,b), any is clearly not possible in
the answer, matching the simple sentence (29d):

(29) a. ? who did John tell not to leave? ± some /all / *any of his
students

b. * who John told not to leave was any of his students
c. John told {all / some /*any} of his students not to leave

With respect to questioned subjects, it turns out that the match between
simple sentences and QAPs / SPCs is not so perfect. As far as noun phrase
subjects are concerned, we expect that NPIs will only be possible in cases
like (27a) above. That example has a well-formed SPC counterpart (the
irreversibility of (30a) indicates that this is a Type A SPC).9

(30) a. ? what wasn't available was [a doctor who knew anything
about acupuncture]

b. * [a doctor who knew anything about acupuncture] was what
wasn't available

The facts are more complicated than this, however. It turns out that SPCs
and QAPs are more liberal than simple sentences in the context of
indefinite subjects, as seen in (31):10

(31) a. * [a book that said anything sensible about X] wasn't sitting
on the shelf

b. ? what wasn't sitting on the shelf was [a book that said
anything sensible about X]

c. ? what wasn't sitting on the shelf? ± [a book that said
anything sensible about X]
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9 The QAP (i) is much less acceptable than the SPC (30a), illustrating that SPCs permit
what to be associated with a noun phrase with [+human] denotation in more contexts than
do wh-questions, cf. also (ii):

(i) ?? what wasn't available? ± a doctor . . .
(ii) a. what Mary wants to marry is a bank manager Higgins (1979:270)

b. ?? what does Mary want to marry? ± a bank manager.

This presents another asymmetry between SPCs and QAPs for which we have no explana-
tion.

10 The SPC/QAP counterparts of (27b) with [+human] counterweight are less acceptable,
for reasons unclear. We leave the deviance of (i) and many other such cases as an open issue:

(i) ?? who/what wasn't sitting on the floor was [a doctor who knew anything about
acupuncture]
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(31a) is just as bad as (27b); but the SPC / QAP equivalents of (31a) are

acceptable ± at worst somewhat awkward, but no more so than other

cases of NPI licensing in SPCs / QAPs. There is more to be said, therefore,

about NPI licensing in SPCs and QAPs.
That more needs to be said is evident also from (32a). Again an NPI is

licensed in the counterweight of an SPC whose corresponding simple

sentence is ill-formed (for lack of S-structure c-command between the

negation and the NPI). Again, SPCs of this type cannot be reversed (32b),

showing that they are Type A. Notice also that (32a) involves a subject

DP headed by (rather than just containing) any ± in the Linebarger /

Uribe-Echevarria context (27), any may never head the subject, cf. (33).

(32) a. ? what wasn't to be found was any of Bill's books
b. * any of Bill's books was what wasn't to be found

(33) * any of Bill's books wasn't available

Such examples aggravate the NPI problem for `syntactic reconstruc-

tion' approaches to SPCs. Even in cases where NPI licensing is estab-

lished post-S-structure (the `right' level for the syntactic reconstruction

approach to NPI licensing in SPCs), the conditions on SPCs do not match

those identified for their simple sentence counterparts.
Such examples pose a similar problem for the ellipsis approach.

However, under the ellipsis approach a natural explanation for the

facts becomes available, given one extra assumption. The next section

considers how the analysis in terms of ellipsis in full-IP counterweights

can capture the NPI facts in SPCs and QAPs.

2.4. Ellipsis and subject raising

One possibility is that the grammaticality of examples like (31b) relates to

that of there-existentials like (25c) above. Supposing that the IP counter-

weight in (31b) is a there-sentence as in (34), in which any is contained in

the postcopular subject, the NPI is appropriately c-commanded by the

negation.

(34) ? what wasn't sitting on the shelf was [there wasn't a book that
said anything sensible about X sitting on the shelf ]

Such an approach can be discounted however. Cases like (32a) involve

partitive DPs which are excluded from postcopular position in existential

sentences (35):

(35) there wasn't {a book /*any of Bill's books} to be found

An anonymous reviewer notes other cases of SPCs /QAPs whose counter-

weight / answer contains an NPI corresponding to the subject of a

sentence that has no there-paraphrase. (36)±(38) (modelled on examples
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provided by the reviewer) are cases in point. The examples require
substantial context, such as that given in (36a) for (36b,c).

(36) a. Bill laughed. So did his assistant
b. ? who didn't laugh was any of Bill's students
c. ? who didn't laugh? ± any of Bill's students
d. * there didn't laugh any of Bill's students

(37) a. ? what didn't work was any of the printing equipment
b. * there didn't work any of the printing equipment

(38) a. ? what didn't impress us was any of his political jokes
b. * there didn't impress us was any of his political jokes

It is not the case that `anything goes', though, as already shown by (29)
above. An NPI in a `subject' SPC-counterweight / elliptical response is
only ever licensed by negation in the same or a higher clause. Thus, SPCs
analogous to (29b) in which the counterweight relates to a wh-phrase
extracted from a position above negation are clearly ill-formed:

(39) a. * who said nothing was any of Bill's students
b. * who said that Mary didn't laugh was any of her students

Given the VP-internal subject hypothesis, the cases (36)±(39) can be
distinguished according to whether negation in the wh-clause c-com-
mands a trace of the wh-phrase (as in (36)±(38) ), or not (39). So we can
conclude (40) for SPCs (and similarly for QAPs):

(40) Negation in the wh-CP licenses an NPI in the counterweight
only if it c-commands a trace of the corresponding wh-phrase

Under the ellipsis theory, (40) indicates that the NPI in SPCs /QAPs
like (31)±(32) and (36)±(38) is licensed within the elliptical IP counter-
weight by virtue of being generated within the c-command domain of
negation. The fact that any is not licensed `under reconstruction' in
nonelliptical IPs (except in cases like (27)±(28) above) indicates that
(41) cannot be the correct S-structure for the elliptical IP counterweight
of (36b). Instead we propose that the subject in such elliptical IPs remains
within VP at S-structure.

(41) * [any of Bill's students]j didn't [VP tj laugh ]

The principle that ensures that subjects raise overtly to SpecIP in (non-
elliptical) IPs is the Extended Projection Principle (EPP). More generally,
we propose (42).11
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11 See Lasnik (1995) for a related proposal in connection with VP ellipsis. In Chomsky
(1995), the EPP takes the form of a `strong feature' of Infl that attracts a DP to SpecIP. It is
reasonable to suppose that ellipsis of a head inactivates any strong feature it may have.
Questions arise as to whether the subject in an elliptical IP needs to enter an agreement relation
with the elided Infl, or how the subject DP gets licensed for Case, which we set aside here. Our
proposal ensures that an NPI contained in the subject of an elliptical IP remains below Neg at
S-structure, but is compatible with the idea that NPIs raise covertly to Neg, cf. note 8.
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(42) Whenever Infl is elided (by Forward Deletion), the EPP is
not in effect ± i.e. the EPP holds only of IPs whose head is
not elided

If (42) is correct, subjects will not raise to SpecIP for EPP purposes in

constructions in which Infl is elided (though they may raise for other

reasons, see section 2.5 below). Assuming that subjects are always

generated below the negation of their clause, they are c-commanded by

negation at S-structure whenever their local Infl is elided, as illustrated for

(36b) in (43a). The contrast between (36b) and (39a) follows under the

reasonable assumption that even in its base position, the subject is not in

the scope of the (elided) negative quantifier object (43b).

(43) a. who didn't laugh was [IP Infl Neg [VP any of Bill's students
laugh ] ]

b. who said nothing was [IP Infl [VP any of Bill's students [say
nothing] ] ]

A further prediction arises with respect to licensing of NPIs by negation

in infinitive complement clauses. In an SPC in which the wh-phrase is the

accusative subject of an ECM construction, or the nominative subject of a

Raising construction, the counterweight should be able to contain an NPI

licensed by negation in the infinitive complement. This is borne out. Either

of (44b) and (44c) is possible in a context like (44a):

(44) a. Bill's apartment has been subjected to a police search. A
number of things have been found, among them, piles of
unwashed laundry and boxes full of leftwing pamphlets.

b. ? what seems not to have been found is any kind of illegal
substance

c. ? what we expect not to have been found is any kind of illegal
substance

Assuming that infinitives host EPP-features (cf. Chomsky 1995), deletion

of an infinitival Infl (along with the matrix Infl) permits the subject it

otherwise attracts to remain below negation in the infinitive clause. The

elliptical IPs in (44) thus have the S-structures (45):

(45) a. [Infl [seems [Infl Neg [to have been found any kind of . . . ] ] ] ]
b. [Infl [we expect [Infl Neg [to have been found any kind of . . . ] ] ] ]

A systematic contrast is also predicted to obtain between the subjects of

Raising verbs and Control verbs. In the latter case, ellipsis should not permit

embedded negation to license an NPI, since the base position of the

nominative subject is higher than the negation. An analogous contrast is

predicted for accusation (ECM) subjects vs. objects of control verbs. As

seen in (46)±(47), these predictions are borne out ( (47b) is parallel to (29b)

above):12
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12 Relevant contexts for (46a) and (46b) might be (i) and (ii) respectively. While (46a) is a
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(46) a. ? who seems not to be here is any of Bill's students
b. * who hopes not to be here is any of Bill's students

(47) a. ? who we expected not to come was any of Bill's students
b. * who we encouraged not to come was any of Bill's students

This analysis of the NPI facts in SPCs and QAPs turns crucially on (i)

the `full-IP cum ellipsis' approach and (ii) the assumption that ellipsis of

Infl lifts the EPP. Divergences from the patterns found in non-elliptical

IPs emerge in elliptical SPCs / QAPs with respect to NPIs in DP subjects.

The asymmetry reflects the fact that subjects generally fail to raise when

EPP is suspended in elliptical IPs, while for subjects containing NPIs, that

raise overtly across negation to satisfy EPP in non-elliptical IPs, recon-

struction is highly restricted, only being available for indefinite subjects in

the `bleached predicate' case (27). With this analysis in place, we capture

the data reviewed in this section. It is difficult to see how an analysis of

NPI-connectivity in SPCs solely in terms of LF reconstruction can make

the required distinctions.

2.5. Sequential counterweights containing NPIs

The above analysis predicts that divergences from the pattern found in

non-elliptical IPs will emerge in elliptical SPCs / QAPs only in cases

involving subject DPs, where the EPP plays the key role, and not in the

`tense dependency' case (28) (repeated here) involving NPIs inside

sentential subjects.

(28) a. [that anyone would leave the company] wasn't mentioned in
the meeting

b. * [that anyone will leave the company] wasn't mentioned in the
meeting

The contrast in (28) is preserved in SPCs and QAPs, as seen in (48).

Though the judgements are subtle, it appears that the clausal counter-

weight / answer may contain an NPI, but only if the tense of the clause is

of the type that enters a dependency with the tense of the wh-CP (the

irreversibility of (48a) confirms that this is a Type A SPC).
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possible continuation of (i), (46b) is simply ill-formed. A possible continuation of (ii) would
be (iii).

(i) Bill and Sue are here. So are quite a few of Sue's students.
(ii) Bill and Sue are planning to come here tonight. So are several of Sue's students.

(iii) who hopes not to be here is every one of Bill's students

Matters are complicated by the fact that many speakers dislike SPCs with who. Part of the
paradigm (46)±(47) can be reproduced with what-SPCs, cf. (44). But examples where the
subject /object of a control verb is questioned with what are impossible ± a dog that can hope
or be encouraged is asked for with who:

(iv) {??who/*what} hoped not to have to go into the water was John's dog Fido
(v) {??who/*what} we encouraged not to go into the water was Fido
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(48) a. ? what wasn't mentioned was [that anyone would leave the
company]

b. * what wasn't mentioned was [that anyone will leave the
company]

c. * [that anyone would leave the company] was what wasn't
mentioned

d. ? what wasn't mentioned? ± [that anyone would /*will leave the
company]

In (28a), a tense dependency triggers reconstruction of the sentential
subject to a position in the domain of negation; conversely in (28b), the
lack of a tense dependency prevents reconstruction. The same forces ±
extraneous to the EPP, hence unaffected by (42) ± operate in (48). In
(48b), the lack of tense dependency forces the that-clause out of the
domain of Tense in the elliptical IP, so the NPI ends up not in the scope of
the (elided) negation. In (48a), that that-clause must remain in the scope
of the elided Tense (and Neg). Our analysis predicts that all the `tense
dependency' cases discussed by Uribe-Echevarria should find a match in
the SPC /QAP domain, which is the case, to the best of our knowledge.

The account carries over to cases involving NPIs in sentential comple-
ments illustrated in (49). (49a) passes the tests for Type A ± it can harbour
an NPI licensed by negation in the wh-clause (49b), and when it does,
inversion is impossible, even though in the absence of an NPI, inversion is
fine (49c).

(49) a. what she {said /didn't say} was [that he was injured]
b. ? what she didn't say was [that anybody was injured]
c. [that he was injured] was what she {said /didn't say}
d. * [that anybody was injured] was what she didn't say

The contrast between (49b) and (49d) is problematic for approaches to
SPC connectivity like those of Heycock & Kroch (1996) or BosÏkovicÂ

(1997). Our proposal captures the paradigm straightforwardly. (49a,b)
have a Type A analysis with ellipsis, permitting NPI-licensing as indicated
in (50a). (49a) appears to allow for inversion (49c), but that order is
available only on a Type B analysis (50b), which fails to license an NPI in
the that-clause. As expected, the Type A SPC patterns with QAPs in
relevant respects (51):

(50) a. what she didn't say was [IP she didn't say [CP that anybody
was injured] ]

b. [CP that he was injured] was what she said
(51) a. what did she say? ± (she said) that he was injured

b. ? what didn't she say? ± (she didn't say) that anybody was
injured
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2.6. Zero complementisers and conditions on ellipsis

A different pattern is presented by the examples (52), which are identical

to (49) except that they lack the complementiser that. Unlike (49a), (52a)

does not allow an NPI in the counterweight at all (52b), nor can it be

reversed (52c).

(52) a. what she {said /didn't say} was [he was injured]
b. * what she didn't say was [anybody was injured]
c. * [he was injured] was what she {said /didn't say}
d. * [anybody was injured] was what she didn't say

Consider firstly the difference between (49c) and (52c): why is (52c) not

a possible Type B SPC? This can be explained on the assumption that the

`counterweight' of a Type B SPC is a subject (cf. (14) above), given the

general ban on finite IPs as subjects of finite clauses (53). The impossi-

bility of (54) follows from the ban on zero complementisers in declarative

CPs in subject positions (attributed to the ECP in Stowell 1981).

(53) a. * [he was injured] was the next thing that she said
b. * [he was injured] surprised us.

(54) * [CP 1 [IP he was injured] ] was what she said

A second contrast concerns the Type A examples (49b) and (52b): why

is any not licensed in (52b), given the apparent availability of an ellipsis

analysis for (52a)? Two potential sources for (52b) need to be excluded,

one in which ellipsis affects the complementiser (55), the other (56a)

involving the zero complementiser otherwise licensed by verbs like say in

their complements, as in (56b):

(55) * what she didn't say was [she didn't say [that [IP anybody was
injured] ] ]

(56) a. * what she didn't say was [she didn't say [1 [ IP anybody was
injured] ] ]

b. she didn't say [1 [IP anybody was injured] ]

The ill-formedness of (56a) is an instance of a wider generalization, also

manifest in gapping and pseudogapping constructions (57), to the effect

that the 1-complementiser of (56b) is impossible when the verb itself is

deleted:

(57) a. John said (that) Mary would win and Bill said *(that) Sue
would win

b. John said (that) Mary would win, while Bill did say *(that)
Sue would win

Ellipsis of the complementiser as in (55) is excluded by a maximality

condition (58) governing ellipsis (see section 1.4 above and Wilder 1997).
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(58) If A undergoes ellipsis, ellipsis must be maximal (all the way
down to, but not into XP)
[where `A' is the answer / counterweight; and `XP' is the focused
constituent in A]

The requirement that ellipsis must be `all the way down to the focus' has

the effects that are apparent in (60b), (61b). Deletion of the answer up to

VP is possible in (59) (and the corresponding SPC) where the question
determines VP as the focus, but not in answer to the question in (60)±(61).

By (58), since the verb can be deleted in (60)±(61), either it must be deleted

(along with the subject and Aux), or else no deletion applies.

(59) what did John do? ± [XP buy a book] ]
(60) what did John buy? a. [he bought [XP a book] ]

b. * [buy [XP a book] ]
c. [XP a book]

(61) a. ?? what John bought was [IP=A he bought [XP a book] ]
b. * what John bought was [buy [XP a book] ]
c. what John bought was [XP a book]

The fact that ellipsis cannot remove subparts of a focus phrase (the
other half of (58) ), is illustrated by the contrast in (62). Though the

adjective fast may suffice `semantically' to answer the question (62a), it

does not constitute a well-formed elliptical response to that question

(though it does to the question with how in (62c) ). The moved wh-phrase
determines that the object DP forms the focus constituent in the answer

(63b). Hence, even though elision of (a) car would be recoverable from

the question, (63a) is illicit, as per (58). The same point is illustrated by
pied-piped possessors (64). The form of the raised wh-phrase determines

that the object of the verb is the focus phrase of the response, so (64b)

represents illicit deletion of a subpart of the focus XP:13

(62) a. * what kind of car does he drive t? ± fast
b. what kind of car does he drive t? ± a fast car / a fast one
c. how does he drive? ± fast

(63) a. * [A he drives [XP a [fast] car ] ]
b. [A he drives [XP a fast car ] ]

(64) a. [whose car] did Mary borrow t?
b. * [IP=A Mary PAST borrow [DP=XP [my father]'s car ] ]
c. [IP=A Mary PAST borrow [DP=XP my father's (car) ] ]

The ellipsis pattern in (55) is therefore excluded by (58). The focus phrase
in the counterweight is determined by the wh-clause to be the complement

of the verb say. An elliptical response in which the complement of say is
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13 The ellipsis of NP in the more natural response (i) is independent of question-answer
ellipsis.

(i) [DP=XP my father's [NP 1] ]
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realised by a clause must leave that clause qua focus phrase intact. Hence,
the complementiser cannot be deleted, so there is no ellipsis derivation like
(65) for `IP-pseudoclefts' of the type (52a). This in turn explains the failure
of NPI-connectivity in (52b).

(65) * [what she said _ ] was [A she said [XP that he was injured] ]

2.7. Indirect answers in Type A SPCs

The sole remaining possibility is that (52a) is a Type A SPC without ellipsis
± one with an indirect answer as the counterweight (indirect in the sense
that the answer does not repeat any part of the wh-clause). In this case, of
course, no ellipsis is possible. Under our approach, it is expected that a
non-elliptical counterweight only ever surfaces in the form of a finite IP.14

(66) what she said was [IP he was injured] (Type A ± `indirect answer' )

SPCs and QAPs with happen display similar behaviour to verbs like
say. The SPC (67a) is possible both with and without that in the
counterweight, but the complementiser must be present if the counter-
weight contains an NPI `licensed' by negation in the wh-clause. This
asymmetry is predicted if the complementiser cannot be deleted by
ellipsis. The variant of (67a) without that then involves an indirect
answer, i.e. a root IP counterweight without ellipsis (67c), paralleling
the QAP (68):15

(67) a. what happened was (that) he fell down
b. ? what didn't happen was *(that) anybody fell down
c. what happened was [IP he fell down]
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14 This approach to (52) is supported by the fact that a pronoun in a clausal counter-
weight cannot be bound by a QNP in the wh-CP unless the complementiser is present:

(i) * what everyone says is he will leave
(ii) what everyone says is that he will leave

The lack of a bound variable reading in (i) is significant, since bound variable anaphora is
otherwise quite liberal as far as connectedness effects go, and also since in an obvious
semantic sense, the content of the postcopular IP is interpreted in the scope of the verb in the
wh-CP.

R. Larson (p.c.) notes that (iii) with an NPI in object position, is less deviant than (52b).
This is not expected under our approach. But the generality of the effect is cast into doubt by
the contrast with (iv).

(iii) ? what John never says is he'll bring any pizza
(iv) ? what John didn't say was *(that) he brought any pizza

15 This case is complicated by the lack of simple sentence paraphrases for the SPCs (67a,b)
to provide the source for the elliptical variants. (i) is stilted, and felt not to mean exactly the
same as (67a) with that.

(i) ? It happened that he fell down.

Also, the corresponding wh-question does not accept an elliptical answer based on (i), as
pointed out by a reviewer (cf. What happened? ± *? that he fell down). These gaps in the
paradigm may relate to the formulaic nature of what happened both as a direct question and
in the related SPC.
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(68) what happened? ± he fell down

Indirect-answer counterweights are not nearly as flexible as indirect
answers to questions (cf. section 1.5 above), so the issue arises as to what
the circumstances are that permit them. It seems that they are possible
just in case the counterweight identifies a member of the set over which
the wh-phrase of the wh-clause ranges.16 SPCs with who, where, and when
do not permit indirect answers, which are restricted to SPCs with what (as
in (66)±(67) ), how, and why. The latter are illustrated in (69), with (70)
giving corresponding (elliptical) `direct answer' SPCs ( (69a) is due to
A. Munn, p.c.).

(69) a. ? how John insulted Mary was he called her a Republican
b. ? why John left early was he had to pick up the kids
c. ? why John left early was he didn't want to miss the bus

(70) a. how John insulted Mary was [he insulted her [by calling her
a Republican] ]

b. why John left early was [he left early [because he had to pick
up the kinds] ]

c. why John left early was [he left early [in order not to miss
the bus] ]

This distribution can be made sense of by considering the kind of
semantic entity which the wh-words range over. Who asks for a
(human) individual, when for a time, where for a location. While
what is used to ask for a nonhuman individual, it can also be used
to ask for a proposition, and it is precisely in that case that a what-SPC
licenses an indirect IP-counterweight, cf. (66) and (67). How asks for a
manner and why for a reason. It seems that manners and reasons can
be identified by propositions in a way that people, things, places or
times cannot.

This said, the fact that indirect answers are possible at all as counter-
weights of Type A SPCs further enhances the link between this type of
SPC (treated here as `self-answering questions' ) and QAPs, where
indirect answers are commonplace.

3. Core restrictions on Type A specificational pseudoclefts explained

To capture the link with QAPs, as well as the information structure of
SPCs, we propose the topic-comment structure (71) for Type A SPCs (cf.
(13), section 1.2). Ellipsis applies optionally to IP, if it contains a direct
answer to the question of the wh-clause in SpecTop:
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(71)

As well as accounting for the possibility for (direct and indirect) IP-
counterweights, the structure in (71) provides a basis for explaining a
number of core properties of Type A SPCs, given in (72), which we go
through one by one in this section:

(72) a. NPI connectivity
b. irreversibility
c. the ban on Subject-Aux inversion
d. the ban on overt and covert extraction of and from the

counterweight
e. the ban on embedding under ECM and raising verbs
f. restrictions on tense / modality / aspect
g. restrictions on adverbial modification (including negation)
h. restrictions on gapping

(72a) was addressed in detail in section 2 ± the connectivity effect for NPIs
is merely apparent, reducing to c-command of the NPI within the full-IP
counterweight (whether elliptical or unreduced) by the licensing negation
throughout the syntactic derivation.

3.1. Irreversibility

The question of why the wh-clause and the counterweight (elliptical or
unreduced) are irreversible in Type A SPCs (cf. (John didn't) buy any wine
was what John did and similar examples quoted above) has a straightfor-
ward answer, given (71) ± there either is no structure above TopP at all,
or, if there is, nothing can move there across SpecTopP on pain of a
Relativised Minimality violation ( `shortest move' ).

3.2. Subject-Aux inversion

From here it is a small step to the properties of Type A SPCs listed in
(72c,d). To start with the former, consider the contrast in (73).
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(73) a. * was what John didn't buy any wine?
b. ? I don't know whether what John didn't buy was any wine

The ungrammaticality of (73a), and the contrast between it and the
embedded whether question in (73b), suggests that what is at issue is a
restriction on movement ± specifically, on movement of was via Subject-
Aux inversion (I-to-C movement). This fails in (73a), for the same reason
that fails in other examples such as (74a) in which an auxiliary inverts
across a sentence-initial topic. The deviance of such examples results from
the fact that no CP can be built on top of a root TopP. Consequently,
there is no head position above Top in (71) to which the copula in Top
could raise, crossing the wh-clause in SpecTopP. The issue does not arise
in embedded whether interrogatives, since the auxiliary does not move in
that context ± (73b) is well-formed on a par with other embedded
topicalisation constructions such as (74b).

(74) a. * will to Mary, John give the book?
b. ? I don't know whether to Mary, John will give the book

3.3. Extraction restrictions

The deviance of (75) reduces to that of (73a), both featuring an impossible
case of Subject-Aux inversion; but (75) also features a second kind of
violation in the form of wh-movement out of the counterweight (cf.
(72d) ).

(75) * what was what John did he bought t ?

Extraction of or from the counterweight of a Type A SPC fails regardless
of whether it happens in matrix or embedded contexts (i.e. irrespective of
Subject-Aux inversion), and regardless of whether it applies overtly or
covertly, as seen in (76)±(79).

(76) a. what do you think that John doesn't have [any pictures of t]?
b. * what do you think that [what John doesn't have] is [any

pictures of t]?
(77) a. [pictures of Berlin] I think that John doesn't have t

b. * [pictures of Berlin] I think that [what John doesn't have] is t
(78) a. who thinks that John has [which picture of Berlin]?

b. * who thinks that [what John has] is [which picture of Berlin] ?
(79) a. I don't think that John has [any pictures of Berlin]

b. * I don't think that [what John has] is [any pictures of Berlin]

This can be explained in terms of the idea that SPCs are self-answering
questions. What the ungrammatical examples in (76)±(79) have in
common is a counterweight that contains an unbound variable ± a
trace of overt movement in (76b) and (77b), a trace of LF extraction in
(78b) and (79b) (assuming an LF-movement analysis of wh-in-situ and
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NPIs; cf. note 8 on NPI licensing). Answering a question with a
constituent containing an unbound variable is no good ± such constitu-
ents are not propositions, hence do not qualify as licit `answers'.17

BosÏkovicÂ (1997) proposes a different explanation for the deviance of
(76b) and (77b). In his account, what in the wh-clause of SPCs gets
replaced with the counterweight via an LF instantiation of Move.
BosÃkovicÂ further assumes a constraint which prevents Move from
applying to a trace, or to a constituent containing a trace (cf. Chomsky
1995). In (76b) and (77b), Move has already affected the counterweight
prior to Spell-Out ± raising either the entire counterweight or a subpart
of it to the front of the root clause. The traces left by these overt
applications of Move subsequently make it impossible for Move to
target the counterweight again, at LF, to replace what. Since what has
to be replaced by the counterweight in all SPCs, the ill-formedness of
(76b) and (77b) follows.

Elegant though it may seem, this account is incomplete, since it does
not extend to the LF-movement cases (78b) and (79b), in which no
violation is expected to arise under BosÏkovicÂ's assumptions. Covert
replacement of what by the counterweight `transforms' an SPC into a
simple IP; i.e. (78b) and (79b) are turned into LF-equivalents of (78a) and
(79a). In such simple IPs, licensing a wh-in-situ or NPI should be
unproblematic. Thus, (78b) and (79b) are expected to behave like (78a)
and (79a), contrary to fact.

3.4. Why Type A SPCs are unembeddable under ECM and raising verbs

The impossibility of embedding a Type A SPC under ECM or raising
verbs (72e) is illustrated in (80) (we return to (80b) with call in section 5).
The deviance of these examples finds a natural account under the TopP
analysis (71). Facts like (81a,b) indicate that topicalisation in the com-
plement of ECM and raising verbs is independently excluded, explaining
(80a,b). Given that topics, sitting in A'-positions, do not undergo A-
movement (which would involve improper movement), there would be no
well-formed derivation for (80c) either.
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17 Under the account of SPCs in terms of Predicate Inversion presented in Heycock (1994),
the ungrammatical cases in(76)±(79) might be assimilated to their counterparts in copular
inversion constructions of the type discussed in Moro (1997) and Den Dikken (1998).

(i) I think that the cause of the riot is a picture of the wall
(ii) a. * which wall do you think that the cause of the riot is a picture of t ?

b.* which picture of the wall do you think that the cause of the riot is t ?
c. * I don't think that the cause of the riot is any picture of the wall
d.* who thinks that the cause of the riot is which picture of the wall?

These parallels may be important, but the TopP approach to SPCs is able to explain
additional (tense-modality-aspect, negation, auxiliary inversion, and gapping) constraints
which do not hold of (i).
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(80) a. * I believe what John didn't buy (to be) any wine
b. * I'd call what John didn't buy any wine
c. * what John didn't buy seems to be any wine

(81) a. * I believe [as for opera singers] Pavarotti to be the most
successful of all time

b. * I'd call [as for opera singers] Pavarotti the most successful of
all time

c. * Pavarotti seems [as for opera singers] to be the most
successful of all time

3.5. Tense /Modality /Aspect restrictions

One of the most striking properties of SPCs is the fact that their root is

subject to very tight restrictions on tense, modality and aspect (72f ), not

shared by any other construction of English (at least, not to the same

extent).18 The TMA restrictions that Type A SPCs evince are captured in

the generalizations (82a,b,c), illustrated in (83)±(85) respectively:

(82) a. the copula agrees in tense with the wh-clause
b. there can be no modal auxiliaries present in the root of a

wh 5 XP SPC
c. there can be no aspectual auxiliaries present in the root of a

wh 5 XP SPC
(83) a. ? what John doesn't have {is / *was} any pictures of himself

b. ? what John didn't have {was / *is} any pictures of himself
(84) a. ? what John could never be is angry with any of his friends

b. * what John never is could be angry with any of his friends
(85) a. ? what John has never been is angry with any of his friends

b. * what John never is has been angry with any of his friends

The ungrammaticality of (84b) and (85b) falls out from (71) on the

assumption that there is only one head position (Topo) between the wh-

clause and the counterweight IP. X'-theory (reducible to more funda-

mental principles as in Kayne 1994 or Chomsky 1995) then ensures that
only a single head may intervene between the two major constituents of

Type A SPCs.
The fact that this `bare' copula has to agree in tense marking with the
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18 The discussion in this section and the next is based largely on Higgins' (1979) example
material; see BosÏkovicÂ (1997) for another treatment of the TMA and modification/negation
restrictions on SPCs.

English Locative Inversion appears to be constrained in a similar way to SPCs. Negation
(i) and auxiliaries are often barred (ii) (cf. Aissen 1975), but the acceptability of (iii) indicates
that neither ban holds categorically in this construction.

(i) * on this wall never hung a picture of US Grant
(ii) * on this wall can hang a picture of US Grant

(iii) on this wall has never hung a picture of US Grant
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tense of the wh-clause (cf. (83) ) can be viewed as a reflex of the Spec-Head
agreement relationship obtaining between the wh-clause in SpecTopP and
the copula in Topo (this account assumes that the tense features of T are
visible on the label of the wh-CP as a result of covert movement of T to C,
and that could in (84a) has no [+past] tense feature). The copula in Top is
unique in comparison with other tokens of the copula in that its
projection is not embedded in a TP; hence it cannot receive an independ-
ent tense value. Its tense-form depends on the value of T in the wh-clause
in SpecTopP, determined by Spec-Head agreement.

3.6. Adverbial modification and negation restrictions

Type A SPCs permit no adverbial modifier or negation to the right of the
`pivotal' copula (72g) (cf. Higgins 1979), though as BosÏkovicÂ (1997:268,
fn. 35) points out, (86d) featuring an adverb in precopular position is
`slightly better' than (86c).

(86) a. what John isn't is angry with himself
b. * what John is isn't angry with himself
c. * what John is is probably angry with himself
d. ?? what John is probably is angry with himself

The impossibility of (86b,c) can be attributed to general restrictions on
negation / adverbnial placement, given the TopP analysis (71).

On the assumption that negation heads a functional projection of its
own (Pollock 1989, Zanuttini 1991, Laka 1990 and others), and that the
distribution of NegP is tied to that of Tense (argued in detail in
Zanuttini 1991), the fact that negation cannot appear between the
copula in Top and the counterweight IP is explained by the fact that
no TP is present in the structure between the Top-head and the root IP:
no NegP can be built on top of the IP in the complement of Top in the
structure (71).

The ban on adverbial modification of the root of SPCs is less
straightforward. The ungrammaticality of (86c) is not due to a general
ban on adverbial adjunction to IP, as adverbs like probably readily
precede IP in other contexts. The IP in (71) is the comment of a topic-
comment structure, functioning (on standard assumptions about the
topic-comment relation) as the predicate of the topic. An adjunction
approach to adverbial modification might exclude (86c) as a case of
illegitimate adjunction, as an instance of the principle barring adjunction
to a thematically active constituent (argument or predicate; cf. Chomsky
1986:6 and Chomsky 1995:330). An approach in which every adverbial
comes with its own functional projection (as in Kayne 1994, Cinque 1998)
would yield the desired result under the view that predication is a local
relation, so that no adverbial projection may intervene between IP and
the wh-clause.
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Whatever the precise explanation of the restriction, the fact that (86d)

is slightly better than (86c) suggests that adverbial adjunction to Top' is

possible, perhaps on the analogy of John probably is angry with himself

(involving adverbial adjunction to T').19

3.7. Coordination and gapping restrictions

Last on the list (72) are the properties of finite verb gapping in

coordinations involving Type A SPCs. There are three basic facts to be

captures.
The first is that the `pivotal' copula of Type A SPCs may not be gapped

(87a), as noted in Higgins (1979:305) and Williams (1983:249) (cf. also

Heycock & Kroch 1996:32). In this, the copula of SPCs contrasts with all

other instances of English finite be, which can be gapped in simple

predicative sentences, including predicational pseudoclefts (87c), when

functioning as an auxiliary (87d,e) and in predicate inversion and locative

inversion sentences (87f,g):

(87) a. * what Bill is is overbearing, and what Sue is 1 timid
b. Bill is overbearing and Sue 1 timid
c. what Bill wrote was boring and what Sue wrote 1

interesting
d. Bill was standing at the door and Sue 1 sitting behind the

desk
e. Bill was rejected and Sue 1 accepted
f. the best candidate is Sue and the runner-up 1 Bill
g. (standing) at the door was Bill and (sitting) behind the desk

1 Sue

The paradigm (87) confirms our claim that the copula in Type A SPCs is

not a run-of-the-mill copula. It is not a support vehicle for tense /

agreement morphology, nor is it a signal of Predicate Inversion (Den

Dikken 1995), but marks the head of the TopP structure of Type A SPCs,

and apparently resists gapping in that guise. While a full explanation of

the deviance of (87a) will depend on a comprehensive theory of gapping,

our analysis provides the basis for an account by distinguishing the

deleted copula in (87a) from all the other cases.
The second fact to be captured is that a gapped simple predicative

copula clause can be conjoined with a Type A SPC as in (88).
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19 Adjunction to X' is possible in the phrase structure model of Chomsky (1995), but there
is plausibly nothing in Top' which the adverb could directly modify, which might explain the
persisting deviance of (86d). Alternative accounts of the contrast (86c) vs. (86d) are (i) that
the adverb in (86d) is inside the wh-clause, or (ii) that the adverb is a parenthetical. The
former would make (86d) parallel to ?*I wonder what John is probably (predicting it to be
worse than it actually is); the latter assimilates it with John, probably, is angry with himself
(making it `too good' ).
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(88) ? what Bill is is overbearing, and Sue 1 timid

Heycock & Kroch (1996:34) present examples of this type, which, though

awkward, they judge to be grammatical. We concur with that judgement,

and note that this type of construction is readily accommodated by the

approach to SPCs taken here.
The gapped copula in (88) is deleted under identity with the instance of

is inside the wh-clause, as confirmed by (89), in which the gap is

interpreted as bought (i.e. PAST+buy):

(89) ? what John bought was a bagel, and Sue 1 a croissant

The second conjunct in (88)±(89) is not a reduced SPC ± i.e. (88) is not

derived from (90a) by gapping or other ellipsis rules. Such a derivation

would involve illicit gapping of the pivotal copula (cf. (87a) ), and deletion

of parts of the wh-clause in a pattern not attested elsewhere.20

(90) a. what Bill is is overbearing, and what Sue is is timid
b. (*) what Bill is is overbearing, and [ [what Sue is ] 1 timid]

Instead, (88)±(89) involve coordination of an SPC with a simple IP, like

(91):21

(91) a. what Bill is is overbearing, and Sue is timid
b. what John bought was a bagel, and Sue bought a croissant
c. what Bill is is overbearing, and Sue doesn't like overbearing

people
d. what John bought was a bagel, and Sue ate it

In terms of the `topic-comment' structure (71), (91a) has the structure

(92). The second conjunct is a root clause conjoined with TopP, and the

subject and verb of the IP of the first conjunct are elided.

(92) [TopP [what Bill is] is [IP Bill is overbearing] ], and [IP Sue is timid]

The independent possibility for a clause containing a topic to be

conjoined with a clause lacking a topic is illustrated by (93). In such
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20 Analogous `gapping' of part of the embedded wh-clause in (i) is not possible:

(i) what John bought amazed Bill and what Sue bought, amazed Mary
(ii) * what John bought amazed Bill and [what Sue bought] amazed Mary

21 The copula of the second conjunct of (91a) is not the `pivot' of an SPC, i.e. (91a) does
not have an analysis as in (i), as confirmed by the ill-formedness of (ii) in the relevant
reading:

(i) * what Bill is is overbearing, and [ [what Sue is] is timid ]
(ii) * what John bought was a bagel, and Sue was a croissant

Note also that in (88), (89) and (91), the coordination is not in the scope of the wh-clause ±
the second conjunct is not conjoined with the IP counterweight but with the whole SPC. A
coordinated counterweight is possible as the `direct answer' to an explicitly (iii) or implicitly
(iv) conjoined question in the wh-CP:

(iii) ? what John did and what Mary did was [John bought a bagel and Mary ate it]
(iv) ? what John and Mary did was [John bought a bagel and Mary ate it]
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cases, the verb of the second conjunct can be gapped under identity with

the verb of the first conjunct (94).22

(93) a. as for John, he bought a bagel, and Sue ate it
b. as for Bill he's overbearing, and Sue doesn't like overbearing

people
(94) a. ? as for John, he bought a bagel, and Sue 1 a croissant

b. ? as for Bill, he's overbearing, and Sue 1 timid

In (88)±(89) also, the main verb of the second conjunct is gapped under

identity with the main verb of the first conjunct ± i.e. the elided verb of the

IP-counterweight ± as indicated in (95) for (88). That verb in turn is elided

under identity with the verb of the wh-clause. The impression arises that

the verb of the second conjunct is gapped under identity with the verb of

the wh-clause of the SPC, but the relation is actually indirect, mediated by

ellipsis within the SPC of the first conjunct.

(95) [TopP [what Bill is] is [IP Bill is overbearing ] ], and Sue 1 timid
|_______________________|

As expected, the same pattern of gapping mediated by `question-answer'

ellipsis is found in QAPs, illustrated in (96).

(96) a. ? what did John buy? ± a bagel, and Sue 1 a croissant
b. what is Sue like? ± timid, and Bill 1 overbearing

The third fact to be captured concerns reversed SPCs (with the

counterweight preceding the wh-clause, which can only be of Type B),

which display a different pattern with respect to gapping. Recall from

section 1 that Type B SPCs differ from Type A in two crucial respects:

(i) the counterweight of Type B SPCs is never an IP, and (ii) the `pivotal'

copula in Type B is not a spell-out of Topo, but a run-of-the-mill copula.

Given that ordinary finite be can always be gapped, even in `inverse'

copular sentences (cf. (87) ), we expect that gapping of finite be should be

possible in reversed SPCs ± which is the case (97b).

(97) a. overbearing is what Bill is, and timid is what Sue is
b. ? overbearing is what Bill is, and timid, what Sue is
c. * overbearing is what Bill is, and Sue, timid
d. * overbearing is what Bill is, and timid, Sue

On the other hand, a reversed SPC cannot be conjoined with a simple

gapped predicative copula clause (97c,d). This is also consistent with our

analysis, though the details will depend on a complete theory of gapping
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22 The decrease in acceptability, compared with their `undeleted' counterparts, of the
gapping examples (88), (89) and (94) might be due to the asymmetric nature of the
coordination ± a root clause with an explicit topic is conjoined with a root clause whose
TopP is lacking (or not activated).
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(and possibly on the exact nature of the copula in the different construc-
tions ± the impossibility of (97c,d) may be due to the copula in the
reversed SPC being syntactically distinct from the copula in the simple
sentence Sue is timid). It is clear that (97c) cannot be obtained from (97a)
± though gapping of the copula following timid is licit (cf. (97b) ), ellipsis
in the wh-clause, reducing what Sue is to plain Sue, is not.

The analysis of SPCs presented here, with its distinction between Type
A and Type B (reversed) SPCs, provides a basis to capture all the gapping
properties of SPCs reviewed in this section, including the two-way
contrast between (87a), (88), (97b) and (97c,d).

The same cannot be said of Heycock & Kroch's (1996) approach,
which crucially fails to account for the contrast between the Type A cases
(87a), (88) and the reverse cases in (97). Their explanation for the
possibility of gapping in (88) (repeated) is not dissimilar to ours.

(88) ? what Bill is is overbearing, and Sue 1 timid
(98) [IP Bill is overbearing] . . . and Sue 1 timid

In their analysis, an SPC is reduced (by an `iota-reduction' operation) to a
simple IP at LF. They propose that the left-to-right nature of processing
explains the possibility for gapping. By the time the gapped conjunct in
(88) is processed, the first conjunct has turned into a simple IP (cf. (98) ), so
the gapped copula is licensed as in a simple coordination of the type (87b).

However, iota-reduction transforms all SPCs, regardless of their sur-
face order, into simple clauses at LF. Nothing distinguishes the first
conjunct of (97b,c) from the first conjunct of (87a) and (88) at LF. By the
time the gapped second conjunct is processed in (97b,c), the initial
conjunct will only license gapping of the copula of a simple copula
sentence, as in (98) ± in other words, (97b) is predicted to be deviant
and (97c) to be possible, contrary to fact.

4. Specificational pseudoclefts and wh-questions

The parallel with QAPs suggests that the wh-clause in Type A SPCs is a
wh-question, not a free relative (FR). Sections 4.1±4.2 canvass a variety of
arguments to underpin the claim that the wh-clause of Type A SPCs is an
interrogative, and that it occupies a topic position. Section 4.3 addresses
the issue of specificational sentences with a DP in pre-copular position.23
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23 The fact that the wh-constituent of English SPCs resists the addition of -ever, usually
possible with free relatives (FRs), but never in interrogatives, is a prima facie argument
against the free relative analysis.

(i) [what(ever) he buys] is expensive [FR]
(ii) I wonder [what(*ever) he is] [interrogative]

(iii) [what(*ever) he is] is proud [SPC]

But -ever is not accepted by Type B SPCs either, whose wh-clause, we claim, is an FR acting
as the predicate of a small clause (see section 5). Iatridou & Varlokosta (1995) explain the
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4.1. The wh-clause of Type A SPCs is an interrogative CP, not a free
relative

4.1.1. Topicalisation inside the wh-clause

The claims that (71) makes with respect to the wh-clause in Type A SPCs

are supported by the behaviour of topicalisation in the wh-clause. The

generalisation concerning topicalisation in English wh-questions is that

the topic lands to the left of the wh-phrase in root wh-questions (99) but to

its right in embedded wh-questions (100) (cf. Emonds 1976, Pesetsky

1989). To our knowledge, no case has been noted before in which a topic

can land either to the left or to the right of a wh-constituent. Type A SPCs

present just such a case ± a blend of matrix and embedded wh-question, in

that topics can sit on either side of the wh-phrase, as seen in (101).24

(99) a. ? to Mary, what will he give?
b. * what, to Mary, will he give?
c. * what will, to Mary, he give?

(100) a. * he is wondering [to Mary, what he will give]
b. ?? he is wondering [what to Mary, he will give]

(101) a. ? [to Mary, what he will never give] is any wine
b. ?? [what to Mary, he will never give] is any wine

The special hybrid behaviour of the wh-clause of a Type A SPC is due

to its unique structural position. Being itself generated in topic position,

the wh-CP in Type A SPCs is not theta-related to any constituent of the

sentence, so adjunction to it is legitimate. Since it is not a root CP either,

it features no Subject-Aux inversion, and adjunction of a topic inside the

wh-clause to its IP (as in embedded questions) is legitimate as well.25

The pattern in (101) at the same time presents evidence the wh-clause is

not an FR. True FRs prohibit topicalisation either to the left or to the

right of the wh-clause, as seen in (102).
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deviance of (iii) by analysing the wh-clause as a predicate of the counterweight in all SPCs
(not just Type B). They propose that -ever turns the wh-clause into a quantified expression
and that quantified expressions do not qualify as predicates.

The wh-clause of SPCs in Bulgarian (Izvorski 1997) and Greek (Alexiadou & Giannikidou
1998) shows evidence of being an FR. The wh-pronouns used in SPCs have an affixed definite
determiner typical of FRs but absent in questions ± koj-to `who-def' in Bulgarian (cf. (iv) ),
and o-pjos `def-who' in Greek. Possibly, all SPCs in these languages are Type B, despite the
wh-clause5counterweight order. Two properties of Type A in English ± NPI-connectivity,
and finite IP counterweights ± are absent in Greek SPCs (A. Giannikidou, p.c.).

(iv) kakvo-to kaza bese ce Maria e umna (Bulgarian; Izvorski 1997)
what-def said was that M. is smart
`what he said was that Maria is smart'

24 For some speakers, including a reviewer, (101b) is significantly worse than (101a). But
its status matches that of (100b), both less deviant than the starred examples in (99)±(100)
and (102).

25 The ungrammaticality of (99c) is due to the interference of the topic with Aux-to-Comp
(cf. Kayne 1984:ch. 9 on French inversion).
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(102) a. * [to Mary, what he gave] caused a scandal
b. * [what to Mary, he gave] caused a scandal

In the next three sections, we present further arguments that the wh-
clause of Type A SPCs is an interrogative and not an FR, based on facts

from German.

4.1.2. Pied-piping

The first concerns the distribution of pied-piping. In German, PP pied-

piping is fine in wh-questions but (barring matching contexts, which are
irrelevant) impossible in FRs, as shown in (103). PP pied-piping is

possible in German SPCs (104a) (such SPCs cannot be inverted, which
confirms their Type A nature).26

(103) a. mit wem hat Maria gesprochen?
with whom has M. spoken
`who did Maria speak with?'

b. * mit wem Maria gesprochen hatte kam gerade ins Zimmer
hinein
with whom M. spoken had came just (into) the room inside

(104) a. mit wem Maria gesprochen hatte, war mit Peter
with whom M. spoken had was with P.

b. * mit Peter war mit wem Maria gesprochen hatte

4.1.3. Case connectedness

A second argument for an analysis of the wh-constituent of SPCs as a wh-

interrogative comes from case-marking facts. An object wh-question such
as (105a) is answered as in (105b), come with an accusative-marked DP,

not as in (105c):

(105) a. was hat er schon immer kaufen wollen?
what has he prt always buy want
`what has he always wanted to buy?'
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26 Dutch is like German; Higgins (1979:41) mentions similar facts for Spanish. In English,
however, pied-piping in impossible in both free relatives and SPCs (the preposition must be
stranded in (i)±(ii) ), though wh-questions do allow PP pied-piping (iii).

(i) * with whom he went to the cinema was with Mary
(ii) * with whom he went to the cinema was stupid /has just entered the room

(iii) ? with whom did he go to the cinema?

These facts do not necessarily threaten the wh-interrogative analysis of SPCs. Kayne
(1994:25) points out that while acceptable in more formal registers, wh-interrogatives with
pied-piping of the type (iii) are not possible in colloquial English, supporting this claim with
(iv):

(iv) a. * we want to know about what you are thinking
b.* tell me at whom you were looking

Together with the fact that Type A SPCs are typical of colloquial rather than formal
registers, this defuses a potential argument against a wh-interrogative approach to the wh-
clause of SPCs.
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b. einen Audi
a-acc Audi [make of car]

c. * ein Audi
a-nom Audi

The interest of this lies in the fact that an SPC like (106) can feature an

accusative counterweight instead of a nominative one.27 This is expected

if SPCs are ambiguous between a Type A structure, which delivers case

connectedness (einen Audi is the direct object of the elliptical full-IP

counterweight) and a Type B structure, which yields a plain nominative

NP, functioning as the postcopular subject of the inverted free-relative

predicate. Case connectedness is obligatory in (105), suggesting that only

full-IP answers (undergoing ellipsis) are available for German QAPs.

(106) was er schon immer kaufen wollte, ist ein / einen Audi
what he prt always buy wanted is a(nom / a(acc) Audi

Given that the `case connectedness' variant of (106) is obtainable only

under a Type A structure, we predict that only the nominative counter-

weight should allow inversion and embedding under the raising verb

scheinen (cf. section 3.4). Both predictions are borne out:

(107) was er schon immer kaufen wollte, scheint ein Audi / *einen
Audi zu sein
what he prt always buy wanted seems a(nom) / *a-acc
Audi to be

(108) ein /*einen Audi ist, was er schon immer kaufen wollte
a(nom) / *a-acc Audi is what he prt always buy wanted

The case connectedness facts thus fall out directly from the `two types'

approach to SPCs. The elliptical IP analysis of Type A is further

confirmed for German by the fact that the `undeleted' source for the

accusative variant of (106) is marginally acceptable:

(109) ? was er schon immer kaufen wollte, ist er wollte einen Audi
kaufen

While confirming the link with wh-interrogatives, these data also further

undermine the idea that the wh-clause in Type A SPCs is a FR. As
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27 Iatridou & Varlokosta (1995) argue that the two variants of (106) differ in interpreta-
tion ± the nominative variant is a predicational pseudocleft while the accusative one is an
SPC. It appears, however, that (106) with a nominative counterweight can be specificational,
see the Condition A and pronominal bound variable connectivity effects in (i) and (ii) (cf.
also Sharvit 1997 on superficially similar cases from Hebrew). Possibly, (i)±(ii) are `reversed'
Type B SPCs (but see section 5 on the irreversibility of Type B SPCs in English).

(i) was er schon immer lesen wollte, ist ein Artikel uÈber sich
what he prt always read wanted is a(nom) article about refl

(ii) was niemand lesen will ist sein erster Artikel
what nobody read wants is his(nom) first article
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(110) shows, relative clause constructions do not exhibit case connect-
edness at all.

(110) das, was er schon immer kaufen wollte, ist ein / *einen Audi
that which he prt always buy wanted is a(nom) / *a-acc Audi

The case connectedness effects reviewed in this section thus corroborate
not just the relation between QAPs and Type A SPCs but also the ellipsis
approach to the latter ± both central tenets of the approach to SPCs taken
in this paper.28,29

4.1.4. Multiplicity (I) ± The good cases

The same point is underscored by the (albeit marginal) possibility for
multiple wh SPCs ( (111a,b) from Ross 1997, (112a) from Meinunger
1997):
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28 Facts similar to those reported for German are also true for Russian pseudoclefts,
which have the form wh-clause + tak eto ( `then this-is' ) + counterweight. If the wh-
constituent does not originate in a subject position, nominative or instrumental (also
found in ordinary copular sentences) is impossible ± a nominal counterweight must match
the case of the wh-constituent (i). `Undeletion' is possible (ii), and although Russian has
much freedom of word order, the wh-clause5counterweight order cannot be reversed (iii):

(i) cto on vypil tak eto vodku/*vodkoj /*vodka (Izvorski 1997)
what he has-drunk `tak eto' vodka-acc / vodka-inst / vodka-nom
`what he drank was (the) vodka'

(ii) cto on vypil tak eto on vypil vodku
(iii) * vodku tak eto cto on vypil

29 Apparent breakdown of case connectedness is found in English (i)±(ii) (Sharvit (1997)
(italicisation marks an intended bound variable reading). Besides the unexpected (accusative
rather than nominative) case form of the answer / counterweight, the fact that it is an
anaphor is also surprising, given that the corresponding simple sentence (every professor
thinks he should get tenure) only allows he.

(i) who does every professor think t should get tenure? ± himself / *him/*he
(ii) who every professor thinks t should get tenure is himself / *him/*he

However, these facts are less dramatic than they seem. The form in (i)±(ii) is in fact the
emphatic reflexive, as in every professor thinks that he himself should get tenure, which
surfaces in an accusative form (*he heself ). This it shown by the German equivalent (iii),
which has the nominative pronoun plus emphatic reflexive.

(iii) wer denkt jeder Professor t soll eine unbefristete Stelle bekommen?
who thinks every professor should a tenured position get
± er selbst / ??er /*sich /*ihn

he(nom)+emph.refl /he(nom) / refl /he(acc)

Also, (iv) (attributed by Sharvit to A. Kroch) patterns with (v), indicating that pronouns
(including ordinary and emphatic reflexives) used in elliptical responses are governed by the
Binding Theory in a way consistent with the ellipsis theory (but problematic for Sharvit's
approach).

(iv) ? who every professor likes [Mary's picture of t ] is him/*himself
(v) every professor likes [Mary's picture of him/*himself / *him himself ]

The impossibility of the nominative form of the pronoun in English (i)±(ii) relates to the fact
that it cannot be used in isolation; cf. Cardinaletti & Starke (1995), and the contrast in (vi):

(vi) who came? ± John (did) /he*(did)
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(111) a. ? [who ordered what] was [Tom (ordered) a beer and Jim a
watermelon flip]

b. * [who ordered what] seemed to be [Tom (ordered) a beer
and Jim a watermelon flip]

c. * [Tom (ordered) a beer and Jim a watermelon flip] was
[who ordered what]

(112) a. ? [wer hier wem geholfen hat] war [die Hilde dem Heinz]
(und nicht umgekehrt)
who here whom helped has was the Hilde the Heinz and
not reversed
`who helped who here was Hilde (helped) Heinz (not
Heinz, Hilde)'

b. * wer hier wem geholfen hat scheint die Hilde dem Heinz
gewesen zu sein
who here whom helped has seems the Hilde the Heinz been
to be

c. * die Hilde dem Heinz war wer hier wem geholfen hat

These cases, which ± as the deviance of the (b)- and (c)-cases shows ± are
unequivocally Type A SPCs, further support the wh-interrogative
approach over the FR approach. In neither English nor German do we
otherwise come across cases of multiple relativisation, while multiple wh-
questions are perfectly common.

Facts concerning constituent order in the postcopular constituent (113)
(due to K. Grohmann, p.c.) yield an additional argument for the analysis
of Type A SPCs in (71).

(113) a. [wer hier wem geholfen hat] war [die Hilde dem Heinz] / *
[dem Heinz die Hilde]

b. [wem hier wer geholfen hat] war [die Hilde dem Heinz] / *
[dem Heinz die Hilde]

Although either the dative or the nominative can be initial in the question,
the counterweight must have nominative-dative order. This follows from
the fact that the counterweight is a bare root IP (71), on the assumption
(Travis 1984, Zwart 1997) that subject-initial V2 clauses in the West-
Germanic OV-languages are `plain' IPs while non-subject-initial V2
sentences are necessarily larger than IP. The ungrammaticality of topic-
initial orders in the counterweight is then straightforward: there is no
room to accommodate the preposed dative in the `comment'-IP to the
right of the Top-head lexicalised by the copula.

4.1.5. Multiplicity (II) ± The bad cases

While it is possible to have a multiple wh-construction as the wh-part of a
Type A SPC (followed by a `pair-list' counterweight, as in (110a), (111a) ),
it is not possible to `spread out' a multiple wh-question across the wh-part
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and the counterweight. (114) is bad despite the fact that its simple

counterpart (115) is well-formed. This presents a problem for an analysis

of SPCs in terms of syntactic reconstruction on which the sentence in
(115) is `reconstructed' at LF out of the pseudocleft in (114).30

(114) * what John wondered who read was [a book by which lin-
guist]

(115) John wondered who read a book by which linguist
(116) * what John wondered who read was [he wondered who read

a book by which linguist]

Under the approach advocated here, the ungrammaticality of (114)

corresponds to the deviance of the full-IP SPC in (116). Both can be

explained with reference to the impossibility for the question (117a) to be

answered by (117b) (or (115) ).

(117) a. ?? what did John wonder who read?
b. (he wondered who read) a book by which linguist [infelici-

tous answer to (117a) ]

The reason why (117b) cannot answer (117a) is `question-answer paralle-

lism', the requirement holding of `direct' question-answer relations for

`sameness of content' between a question and its answer (up to the focus
part). The interrogative complement CP of wonder in the matrix question

is not a multiple interrogative, hence the corresponding CP in the answer

cannot be a multiple interrogative either.
In the next section, we review a variety of additional parallelism effects

shared by Type A SPCs and QAPs, which further support the common

approach to these constructions.

4.2. Parallelism effects

4.2.1. Multiple quantifiers and (lack of ) scope ambiguities

Lack of parallelism provides the key to understanding the fact (Williams

1994:62) that though the simple sentence (118) is scopally ambiguous, the

corresponding SPC (119a) does not allow the quantifier in the counter-
weight to take scope over the indefinite of the wh-clause. Importantly,

even the full-IP SPC in (119b) lacks the every 5 a reading, although it

contains (118) as its counterweight. In this, the SPCs in (119) behave just

like QAPs (120).

(118) every article that appeared bothered a friend of mine 98 / 89
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30 (114) contrasts with (i), whose `milder' deviance is due to a subjacency violation in the
wh-clause (also seen in (117a) ). The same violation occurs in (114) and (116) but is masked
by the full deviance of the question-answer relation.

(i) ?? what John wondered who read was [a book by Sue]
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(119) a. what bothered a friend of mine was

[every article that appeared bothered a friend of mine] 98 / *89
b. ?? what bothered a friend of mine was

[every article that appeared bothered a friend of mine] 98 / *89
(120) what bothered a friend of yours?

± [every article that appeared (bothered a friend of mine) ]

98 / *89
The cause of the unavailability of the wide-scope readings for the

universal quantifiers in the counterweights in (119) and the answers in

(120) lies in properties of the wh-question, in tandem with a parallelism

constraint on the wh-clause and the counterweight / answer. Given that

the indefinite in the wh-clause is scopally independent, parallelism

requires that its counterpart be scopally independent in the counter-

weight / answer.

4.2.2. Negative Raising

The effects of parallelism are also evident in the related domain of

Negative Raising. (121a) is ambiguous between a reading in which

negation scopes over the matrix clause (121b) and one in which is scope

is the embedded clause (121c) (the latter being a case of Neg Raising). The

SPC in (122) has only the matrix reading (121b) for the negation (Higgins

1979, BosÏkovicÂ 1997). (122) shares this property with both the full-IP SPC

in (123) and the QAP in (124), once again confirming the link between

Type A SPCs and QAPs.

(121) a. John does not believe that she will win
b. John does not hold the belief that she will win
c. John holds the belief that she will not win

(122) ? what John does not believe is that she will win (=121c)
(123) ?? what John does not believe is [he does not believe that she

will win] (=121c)
(124) ? what does John not believe? ± that she will win (=121c)

The unavailability of the Neg Raising reading in (122)±(124) is a reflex of

the parallelism requirement on the wh-clause and the counterweight /

answer ± since in the wh-clause the negation has no choice but to take

matrix scope, it must take matrix scope in the counterweight / answer as

well.

4.2.3. Argument structure

Parallelism also gives us a handle on the ungrammaticality of SPCs of the

type (125). BosÏkovicÂ (1997) sees in such cases evidence for a breakdown of

connectivity for the head trace in the counterweight (which, on Larson's

1988 approach, forms a VP constituent headed by a V-trace). But this line
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of explanation is not worth pursuing, given that full-IP counterparts (126)

and the corresponding QAPs (127) are equally deviant (see Boeckx 1998

for a similar view.

(125) * what John gave was [Mary a book] / [a book to Mary]
(126) * what John gave was [John gave Mary a book/ / [John gave

a book to Mary]
(127) what did John give? ± *Mary a book / *a book to Mary

The problem with all these examples is the lack of parallelism between

the wh-clause and the counterweight / answer: the latter `harks back to' a

wh-clause with triadic give, but the wh-clause has dyadic give (the

beneficiary being unrealised). Counterweights / answers similar to (125)

are possible as answers to multiple wh-questions with triadic give (128) (cf.

section 4.1.4), i.e. in a context in which parallelism is obeyed. This is an

additional indication that BosÏkovicÂ's line on (125) is on the wrong track.

(128) a. ? what John gave to whom was a book to Mary and a CD
to Sue

b. what did John give to whom? ± a book to Mary and a CD
to Sue

4.2.4. Predicativity

The previous section showed that the wh-clause and the counterweight /

answer must be parallel with respect to the arguments the predicate takes.

There is evidence that the wh-clause and the counterweight /answer in

SPCs and QAPs must match in the nature of their predicates as well. (129)

is ambiguous between a stage-level (SL) / existential interpretation (129a)

and an individual-level (IL) /generic reading (129b). But its SPC counter-

part (130) is unambiguous ± it only has the reading (129b). QAPs behave

the same way ± (131) can only be answered by mentioning some IL

property which the replier considers a fireman to possess.

(129) a fireman is available
a.= there is a fireman available (right now)
b.= a fireman has the intrinsic property of being available

(130) what a fireman is is available
(131) what is a fireman?

The reason is that the wh-clause itself features an IL predication: what,

the question word, is a nominal predicate (contra Jacobson 1995, Sharvit

1997, Alexiadou & Giannakidou 1998 and others, who claim that the

what of SPCs is a cross-categorial element). Nominal predicates are

quintessential IL predicates (cf. Kratzer 1989). The answer must parallel

the question with respect to the IL /SL distinction; if it does not, the result

is infelicitous. And what is true for QAPs is true for SPCs as well.
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4.2.5. Emotive should connectivity

Further support for the dichotomy between Type A and Type B SPCs

comes from the connectivity effect found with `emotive should'. This form

of should is licensed by certain `emotive' predicates in the upstairs clause,

e.g. the adjective unfortunate in (132a). In the absence of a licensor of the

unfortunate type, no should can be included in the embedded clause (132b)

(judgements relate to the `emotive' reading of should ± other readings for

should may render starred examples acceptable).

(132) a. it is unfortunate that he should be proud of himself
b. * it is clear ( / apparent / likely . . .) that he should be proud of

himself

The distribution of `emotive should' was shown by Higgins (1979) to

display a special kind of connectivity effect in SPCs (also discussed in

Heycock & Kroch 1996 and BosÏkovicÂ 1997). While the ill-formedness of

(133b) is expected (SPCs generally disallow the addition of modals to the

root, cf. section 3.5 above), that (133a) should be acceptable is surprising.

Unfortunate is apparently capable of licensing emotive should in a clause

which it does not govern. This is a property specific to SPCs ± emotive

should is not licensed in a finite CP functioning as subject in a clause

embedded under unfortunate (134).

(133) a. * it is unfortunate that [what he is] should be proud of him-
self

b. it is unfortunate that [what he should be] is proud of him-
self

(134) it is unfortunate that [that he {is /*should be} proud of
himself ] caused a scandal

Syntactic reconstruction approaches treat (133a) as fully parallel with

(132a) at LF, so the grammaticality of (133a) constitutes no surprise. The

ellipsis approach fares no worse in this domain, since it analyses the

counterweight of the embedded SPC in (133a) as a full IP. Since this IP is

the root of the SPC, the adjective unfortunate can license emotive should

in the counterweight. Parallelism ensures that, where the matrix predicate

requires emotive should in the (elliptical) counterweight, should also

surfaces in the wh-clause.
This analysis of (133) makes the prediction (not shared by the

approaches of Heycock & Kroch or BosÏkovicÂ) that licensing of emotive

should should fail where the wh-clause and counterweight appear in

reverse order. Connectivity in (133a) arises from the Type A structure

of the SPC, but SPCs with XP5wh order cannot be Type A SPCs.

Hence, inverse SPCs should not display connectivity, as is indeed the case

(135a). On the other hand, the pivotal copula of the SPC can be

accompanied by emotive should (135b):
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(135) a. * it is unfortunate that proud of himself is what he should be
b. it is unfortunate that proud of himself should be what he is

The asymmetry between (135) and (133) thus vindicates our analysis of

the connectivity effects involving emotive should in terms of Type A
SPCs and parallelism between the wh-clause and the (elliptical) counter-

weight.

4.2.6. Failure of connectivity with special NPIs and idiom chunks

Section 2 presented SPCs in which an NPI in the counterweight seems to

be licensed by a constituent of the wh-clause. We have argued that such
`licensing at a distance' is illusory, the NPI actually being licensed within

the counterweight by a local, elided negation. Not just any NPI in the
counterweight can be so licensed; a conspicuous exception is until (as in

John didn't leave until 6pm), cf. (136a) (Clifton 1969, Higgins 1979:45,
Sternefeld 1997). It turns out that SPCs behave just like QAPs (136b) in

this regard. That this gap really is due to some property of QAPs, and not
a special restriction on NPI licensing, is shown by the fact that such

examples do not improve at all with non-elliptical counterweights /

answers, as seen in (137):

(136) a. * what John didn't do was leave until 6pm
b. what didn't John do? ± *leave until 6pm]

(137) a. * what John didn't do was [he didn't leave until 6pm]
b. what didn't John do? ± *he didn't leave until 6pm

Similar observations apply to the licensing in SPCs and QAPs of
negatively polar idiom chunks such as a red cent (138) (as in John didn't

have a red cent). Once again, the `covertness' of the NPI licensor in

these elliptical examples is not what matters: `undeleting' the counter-
weight / answer, as in (139), does not lead to a significant improve-

ment:31

(138) a. * what John didn't have was a red cent
b. what didn't John have? ± *a red cent

(139) a. * what John didn't have was [he didn't have a red cent]
b. what didn't John have? ± *he didn't have a red cent

Idiom chunks, when `spread out' across the two parts of an SPC or
QAP, lead to deviance even where no NPI is involved. The examples in

(140)±(141) all lack an idiomatic interpretation for take a picture (i.e.

`photograph' ). The wh-clause acts as a `wrong-footer': its verb is not
interpretable idiomatically, since it takes what (and not the idiom part
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31 To the extent that they are acceptable at all, (138)±(141) have the effect of a linguistic
joke typically procured by a zeugma, where there is form identity but no content or LF
identity (found also in coordination). As such, they can be viewed as a kind of indirect
answer construction.
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picture) as its object. Parallelism, requiring `sameness of content' in the
wh-clause and its answer, blocks the idiomatic reading for the latter, even
where no ellipsis is involved (141).

(140) a. what John took was a picture
b. what did John take? ± a picture

(141) a. ?? what John took was [he took a picture]
b. what did John take? ± he took a picture

4.3. Extending the analysis to other specificational sentences

A potentially serious problem facing the thesis that the precopular
constituent in SPCs is a question is that `specificational sentences' (in
Higgins' terminology) occur with what are undisputably DPs containing
headed relative clauses in their pre-copular position. Such examples
(whose precopula DP can take the form of the (one /only) thing / some-
thing / all plus restrictive relative clause) feature all the connectivity effects
associated with SPCs (cf. (3)±(6), section 1.2. above), including NPI-
connectivity (142e) (on (142d), see Sharvit 1997).

(142) a. the (one) thing that he isn't is [angry with {himself / *him /
*John} ]

b. the (one) thing that nobody bought was [a picture of his
house]

c. the (one) thing that he is looking for is [a unicorn] [de re or
de dicto]

d. * the (one) thing nobody bought was [any wine]
e. ? the (one) thing he didn't do was [buy any wine]

Moreover, this construction displays all the restrictions on Type A SPCs
listed in (72) and reviewed in section 4 ± cf. (143). (143a) illustrates
irreversibility, (143b) the ban on Subject-Aux inversion, (143c±e) the ban
on extraction from /of the counterweight, and (143f ) the exclusion from
ECM contexts. (143g) illustrates TMA restrictions on the `pivotal' copula
(cf. Higgins 1979:343), and (143h) that it cannot be the target of
gapping.32

(143) a. * [buy any wine] was the (one) thing he didn't do
b. * was the (one) thing he didn't do [buy any wine]?
c. * I wonder what the (one) thing he did was [buy t]
d. * [angry with himself ], the (one) thing he isn't is t
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32 We use NPI-connectivity to confirm Type A status in testing reversibility (143a). This is
necessary since such sentences have reverse `Type B' counterparts like (i), which behave like
Type B SPCs with respect to the other connectivity effects (see section 5).

(i) angry with himself is the one thing nobody likes to be
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e. * who thinks that [all that John has] is [which picture of
Berlin]?

f. * they believed [the (one) thing he didn't do] to have been
[buy any wine]

g. * the (one) thing he didn't do will have been [buy any wine]
h. * all John did was sing and all Mary did 1 dance

These parallels mandate a common analysis for Type A SPCs and the

DP-construction (142), and lead us to venture the hypothesis that our

analysis of Type A SPCs, in terms of the TopP structure (71) with

optional ellipsis, extends also to the construction (142).
Such cases do not threaten the thesis that NPI connectivity reduces to

direct licensing within an elliptical IP-counterweight. The material

needed to license ellipsis is present in the relative clause of the

precopular DP:

(144) the (one) thing he didn't do was [he didn't [buy any wine] ]

However, headed relatives are clearly not wh-questions.
There are two possibilities to reconcile sentences like (142) with the

claim that the constituent in SpecTopP is a question. The first is to claim

that the DP in pre-copula position has the semantic function of a question

without its syntactic form ± in other words, that the DP is a type of

`concealed question'. Notice that while such DPs cannot be used to ask a

direct question they do show up in `echoes' introducing an answer, as in

(145b).

(145) a. A: what is the only thing he didn't do?
b. B: the only thing he didn't do? ± buy any wine

The second option is to spell out the `concealed question' idea in

syntactic terms, by claiming that the pre-copula constituent is underlying

a syntactic wh-question, in which the DP is contained, as in a Type A SPC

of the form (146).

(146) ? [CP what [the (one) thing he didn't do] was t] was buy any
wine

Though awkward, (146) is grammatical: moreover, it illustrates the

possibility for elided material in the counterweight of an unequivocal

Type A SPC to take as its antecedent material from a relative clause inside

the wh-clause (the same is shown for QAPs by (145) ).
To get from (146) to (144), one has to assume that some kind of ellipsis

process is able to delete the question pronoun and matrix copula of the

CP, as shown in (147).

(147) [CP what the (one) thing he didn't do ] was ] was [ he didn't
buy any wine]
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Some evidence to suggest that such relative clause constructions can be
embedded in elliptical wh-questions comes in the form of (dialectal)
spurious is in cases like (148).33

(148) a. %the reason is is we have no handle on this construction
b. % all it is saying is is that you are being paid out of the

grant [attested]

The spurious nature of one of the two tokens of is in (148) is only
apparent, if the first token is the copula of an elliptical wh-question, the
second being the `pivotal' SPC copula:34

(149) a. [ (what) [ the reason is t ] ] is [we have no handle on this
construction]

b. [ (what) [ all it is saying is t ] ] is [that you are being paid
out of the grant]

The ellipsis of what (and is) postulated in (147) and (149) is `independent'
(unlike the type of ellipsis ruled out for `gapping' sentences in section 3.7,
cf. note 20), i.e. what (and the copula in (147) ) are not deleted under
identity with any linguistic antecedent.

If this suggestion is correct, an explanation is required for why ellipsis
of the sort in (146) and (148) is restricted to the `topic' question of SPCs ±
except in echoes like (144b), headed relatives do not suffice as root wh-
questions, nor is this kind of ellipsis possible in embedded questions. We
leave this and other issues raised by the examples discussed in this section
to future investigation.

5. Type B specificational pseudoclefts

5.1. Type B SPCs as copula predications

The main focus in the preceding sections has been the properties of Type A
SPCs. As stated in section 1.2, we assume Type B SPCs to have a different
source, taking them to be predicative copular sentences, in which the
`counterweight' is the subject and the wh-clause is a free relative (possibly
a DP rather than a bare CP) acting as the predicate. As Williams (1983)
showed, the counterweight of reversed SPCs behaves as the grammatical
subject with respect to Subject-Aux inversion (150a) and raising to subject
(150b). In permitting auxiliary inversion and embedding under seem, Type
B SPCs contrast sharply with Type A SPCs (cf. section 3).

(150) a. is [angry with himself ] tAUX what John is?
b. [SU angry with himself ] seems [ tSU to be what John is ]
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33 Such `is is' sentences were discussed on Linguist List in January 1992. They are found in
regions throughout the USA, though to British speakers they sound very awkward.

34 Given the analysis of complementiser-less finite clause counterweights in section 2,
(148a) involves a non-elliptical IP-counterweight acting as an `indirect answer'.
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Assuming the small clause hypothesis, the counterweight and predicate

are generated in a small clause constituent in the complement of be, with

the subject XP raising to SpecIP (151).

(151) . . . be [FP=SC XP [Fo wh-CP ] ] (Type B)

The raising of XP to SpecIP observed in (150b) then generalises to other

Type B SPCs involving be. These sentences are unusual in the range of

categories they license as subjects; not only DPs and CPs but also APs (as

in (150) ), VPs, and PPs are possible.35

(152) a. [buy himself a nice cool beer] is what he wants to do
now VP

b. [with a hammer] seems to have been how he fixed the
car PP

Type B SPCs (with an FR predicate) pattern with copula predications

illustrated by (153), whose predicate is a DP containing a headed relative

clause rather than a FR. This construction, too, permits noncanonical

(AP, VP, PP) subjects, displays connectedness between subject and

predicate, and is embeddable under seem (these can be seen as `Type B'

variants of the specificational sentences discussed in section 4.3, cf.

note 32). As indicated by (154), such sentences also pattern with Type

B SPCs with respect to gapping of the copula (cf. section 3.7) and

`emotive should' (cf. section 4.2.5).

(153) a. [angry with himself ] is something nobody likes to be AP
b. [drag himself across the floor] seems to have been all he

could do VP
c. [under the bed] seems to be a good place to hide PP

(154) a. sing was the only thing Bill did and dance 1 the only
thing Mary did

b. it is unfortunate that sing football songs should be all he
can do

Type B sentences (including cases like (153)±(154) ) differ from Type A

SPCs in not permitting bare IP counterweights, which is explained under

the hypothesis (151) in terms of the ban on finite IPs in subject positions

(cf. section 2.6 above). If the ellipsis approach to NPI connectivity in

Type A SPCs (including those involving an elliptical wh-question dis-
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35 Sentences containing a pre-copula DP and a post-copula free relative cause diagnostic
problems. While Type B SPCs with AP and VP subjects show obligatory connectivity, not all
sentences with a pre-copula DP do so, cf. (i), which does not show obviation between the
name and the pronoun.

(i) [Peter's picture of Mary] is [what he covets t most]

Possibly, such sentences are not SPCs at all, or are ambiguous between an SPC and some
other sentence type, e.g. an equative sentence. We sidestep this issue, concentrating on cases
with non-DP subjects.
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cussed section 4.3) is correct, then connectivity effects in Type B SPCs

(e.g. reflexive binding in (150), (152) and (153) ) are not due to ellipsis.

This leaves the question of whether a semantic approach or one in terms

of syntactic reconstruction is correct for Type B connectivity, which we

do not attempt to settle here.36

We have proposed that there is a strict correlation between the type of

an SPC and the surface order of its major constituents:

(155) a. all and only those SPCs with wh-clause 5 copula 5 coun-
terweight order are of Type A (with the structure (71) )

b. all and only those SPCs with the reverse order are of Type
B (involving a small clause predication as in (151) )

In section 3.1, we suggested that the irreversibility of Type A can be

explained in terms of Relativised Minimality on the basis of (71). A

number of restrictions discussed in section 3 hold of (all and only) SPCs

with `Type A' order ± lack of Subject-Aux inversion, TMA and adverbial

restrictions, non-embeddability under raising verbs, and gapping asym-

metries. It is crucial to our account of these restrictions in terms of special

properties of the Topo head, that Type B SPCs are also irreversible. If it

were the case that the predicate of a Type B SPC could raise across the

subject (in the manner argued for `inverse' copula sentences by Moro

1997), then SPCs with the order wh-clause 5 copula 5 XP could be of

Type B, which would then undermine the account those restrictions.37

Type B SPCs contrast strongly with ordinary predicative copula

sentences in that the FR predicate of type B SPCs cannot undergo A'-
fronting (topicalisation), as seen in (156)±(158).

(156) a. he certainly is angry
b. angry, he certainly is t

(157) a. angry certainly is what he is
b. * what he is, angry certainly is t

(158) a. live in London has always been what he wanted to do
b. * what he wanted to do, live in London has always been t

This gives us grounds for supposing that there is an independent ban on

movement of the predicate across the subject of a Type B SPC, and that

all SPCs with `Type A' order are indeed Type A SPCs with the structure

(71).38
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36 Recall from section 2 that NPIs are generally not licensed under reconstruction.
Depending on what the source of that restriction turns out to be, a syntactic reconstruction
approach to Type B SPCs may be able to make the desired distinction between NPI-
connectivity and other connectivity effects.

37 Other Type A diagnostics, in particular, finite IP counterweights and NPI-connectivity,
are instantiated only in some SPCs with wh-clause5copula5XP order. Hence, our analysis
of NPI-connectivity in SPCs would be consistent with Type B SPCs being able to take the
`Type A' order.

38 The same ban on fronting of the predicate across the subject holds of other `Type B'
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5.2. SPCs in the complement of call and describe

Unlike SPCs with `Type A' order, Type B pseudoclefts are (marginally)
able to appear embedded in ECM contexts, even in small clauses lacking a
copula (Williams 1983):

(159) a. ? I consider important to himself what John is
b. * I consider what John is important to himself

This is consistent with the claim in (155). The Type A configuration is
excluded from the complement of ECM verbs by the independent factor
barring TopP in this context (cf. section 3.4 above). If the Type B
configuration involves a small clause as in (151), this is expected also to
turn up in small clause environments other than the complement of be.

There is one puzzling exception to the claim in (155). In contrast with
consider, the small clause complement of call and describe as allow for
SPCs with the `Type A' order (wh-clause preceding the counterweight).

(160) a. I'd call what John is {proud of himself / a fool }
b. they described what John was as {proud of himself / a fool }

These are not predicational pseudoclefts. They count as specificational both
with regard to the selection test (it is not some property that John has, but
John himself, that is described as possessing a proud or foolish character),
and in that they display connectivity effects, as seen in (160). However,
SPCs in this context clearly fail to display NPI-connectivity (161).

(161) a. * I'd call what John didn't buy any wine (=80b)
b. * they described what John didn't buy as any wine

The impossibility of (161) indicates that the SPCs in (160) are not Type
A. This follows under our analysis from fact that the `predicate' of the
small clause complement of call or describe ± i.e. YP in the frames call XP
YP / describe XP as YP ± cannot be IP. These verbs impose categorial
restrictions on the small clause they govern: YP may be adjectival or
nominal (including gerundives, FRs, proper names), but not preposi-
tional, verbal / participial, or clausal (finite and nonfinite CP / IP), cf. (162)
(describe . . . as shows the same pattern):

(162) a. John called XP { frustrated / boring / clever }
b. John called XP { his favourite /being silly /what he always

wanted /Geronimo }
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cases involving predicates with headed relatives (153); thus (i) contrasts with the (possibly
equative) sentence (ii). A similar asymmetry holds with respect to (type B) clefting (iii):

(i) a. stay in London doesn't seem to be something he'd like to do
b.* something he'd like to do, stay in London is not /doesn't seem to be t

(ii) a. this doesn't seem to be something he'd like to do
b. something he'd like to do, this is not /doesn't seem to be t

(iii) a. something he'd like to do is not [what this seems to be t ]
b.* something he'd like to do is not [what stay in London seems to be t ]
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c. * John called XP { in the bath/for my birthday/with no sense }
d. * John called XP { (that )I had left /bought some wine / take a

picture }

The question arises as to whether the SPCs in (160) are (a restricted
subcase) of type B; if so then they counterexemplify the claim (155).
However, the SPCs in (160) differ from Type B SPCs (cf. (157)±(158) ) in
permitting leftward movement of the wh-clause (163).

(163) a. what John is, I'd call t angry with himself
b. what those people are, I'd describe t as hungry

Possibly, (160) instantiates a hitherto unrecognized third type of SPC. We
leave the nature of this construction, along with other questions concern-
ing Type B SPCs, to future investigation.

6. Conclusion

We conclude that the view of Type A SPCs as `self-answering questions',
the ellipsis approach to connectivity in Type A SPCs, and the distinction
between Type A and Type B SPCs, are all well-founded, though questions
concerning type B SPCs remain.

Facts concerning Type A SPCs presented above strongly support the
analysis of the counterweight as in IP optionally reduced by ellipsis of the
type found in QAPs, at the same time counting against `syntactic
reconstruction' approaches. Most important are the possibility for non-
elliptical IP-counterweights, of both `direct' and `indirect answer' types,
and the licensing of NPIs. In addition, the special behaviour of NPIs in
elliptical SPCs and QAPs supports the proposal that ellipsis of Infl
renders the EPP inoperative in its IP.

The `topic-comment' structure (71) forms a specific hypothesis about
how the grammar represents such `self-answering' questions. This was
seen to provide an account for a range of properties of Type A SPCs,
including unique restrictions on the `pivotal' copula not found in Type B
SPCs or other copula constructions.

This approach differs from `syntactic reconstruction approaches' in
holding that Type A SPCs are bi-clausal (wh-question /declarative
answer) throughout the derivation. Connectivity effects are mediated by
ellipsis, but at the root of both connectivity and ellipsis is the (direct)
question-answer relation itself ± a discourse relation. It is to be expected
therefore that parallelism requirements on QAPs also hold of type A
SPCs. Recognition of this provides new insight into a range of facts about
the latter that appear puzzling under alternative accounts.
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